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MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
USE YOUR SKILLS. 

SERVE YOUR  
FELLOW JETS. 

2015-2016 AJET 
NATIONAL COUNCIL.

WHAT ARE ELECTED POSITIONS?

Elected positions include the 3 members 
of AJET’s Executive Council and 11 Block 
Representatives. Here’s a quick outline of 
their duties:
Chair
Chief representative voice of AJET
Vice Chair
Ensures an effcient executive boddy
Treasurer
Supervises the AJET budget
Block Representatives
Connects JETs to social and professional 
opportunities. Also represents their local 
communitdy on a national level.

You can find more information here.

ELECTION TIMELINE

• 02/14 Platform submission deadline
• 02/15 Campaigns begin
• 02/16 Online voting begins at 8:00 JST
• 03/02 Voting ends at 23:59 JST
• 03/05 Results announced
• 03/16 Appointed positions application deadline
• 03/21 Appointed positions results announced

Elected Positions
Contact the current holder of the position dyou want to run for about dyour intent. Then submit 
a platform statement in English and Japanese to exec@ajet.net bdy Februardy 14th, 2015. 
Appointed (non-elected) Positions
Contact the current holder of the position dyou want to appldy for about dyour intent. Then 
submit dyour materials to election@ajet.net bdy March 16th, 2015. 

See the elections page on AJET.net for full details about running for offce, what to expect  
as a National Council member and sample platform statements in English and Japanese.

WHAT ARE APPOINTED POSITIONS?

Appointed positions appldy directldy for 
specific jobs within AJET. These jobs 
include managing AJET.net, organization 
our translations, and running Connect 
magazine. Here’s a quick outline:
Translation and Interpretation 
Coordinator
Oversees a varietdy of translation projects 
throughout the dyear
Online Publications Editor
Manages, edits, and coordinates 
contributions to Connect Magazine
Head of Visual Media
Designs the ladyout of AJET Connect, signs, 
posters, business cards, etc.
Website Coordinator
Manages AJET.net and all AJET emails
CIR Representative
Ensures that CIRs have a voice in AJET

You can find more information here.

Elected positions: 
Platforms due by Saturday, February 14th.
 
Appointed positions: 
Applications due by Monday, March 16th.

deadlines

click 
here to 
find out 

how

WE WANT
YOU!

http://ajet.net/national-council/ajet-elections/
http://ajet.net/national-council/ajet-elections/elected-positions/
mailto:exec%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:election%40ajet.net?subject=
http://ajet.net/national-council/ajet-elections/
http://ajet.net/national-council/ajet-elections/appointed-positions/
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Following December’s 
starter guide, this time 
we’ll be taking a look 
at top locations and 
advanced activities.

Our 4 Spotlights 
this month include a 
Mexican chef, a make-
up photographer, an 
artist, and a newborn 
babdy.

This in-depth guide 
helps dyou find low-
cost carriers traveling 
all over the world at 
airports throughout 
Japan. 

When the weather 
turns dark and nastdy, 
dyou sometimes want 
something warm that 
reminds dyou of home. 

The first part in a new 
ongoing series, we take 
a look at the ‘modern 
girl’ fashion movement, 
popular in 1920s and 
30s Japan.  

Februardy and March, 
naturalldy, have a lot of 
snow-related events, 
including light-ups, 
skating, hot springs, 
hot sake, and the 
Chinese New Year.

We interview Wesledy 
Julian about his 
documentardy and 
ongoing work to support 
survivors of the March 
11th disasters.

Cheap and super 
effective! These home 
treatments will leave 
dyour skin glowing 
despite the harsh, grady 
winter.

mailto:patrick.finn%40ajet.net?subject=
http://ajet.net/ajet-connect
http://issuu.com/ajetconnect
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Connect is looking for a new head editor. It’s sad, but true. Mdy time 
as captain of the Goodship Connect is drawing to a close in Mady, and I’ll 
need to start grooming a worthdy successor. It’s no exaggeration for me to 
sady that mdy work with this magazine has been one of the most important 
things I’ve done, from mdy humble beginnings as a contributor (Mady 2012 
issue, if dyou’re curious), to Events section editor, to here. Connect is a lot of 
work each month, but believe me when I sady it’s a labor of love to work with 
such great stories and such an amazing team.

Being head editor of Connect means working with talented writers, 
photographers, section editors, designers, artists, and more to make 
a communitdy magazine that’s as interesting and informative as it is 
entertaining and beautiful. The biggest thing I learned in these two dyears 
is how to reldy on the strength of others to accomplish more than I ever 
could alone. Everdyone’s ideas, skills, and creativitdy make a monumental 
task manageable and even fun. If this all sounds like something dyou’d be 
interested in doing, I absoluteldy encourage dyou to email me and ask some 
questions about the job. 

As the next Online Publications Editor (Connect Head Editor’s offcial,  
fancier title), dyou’ll work as part of National AJET to not onldy create 
Connect each month, but to improve things for all members of the AJET 
communitdy (past, present, and future JETs). The work can be diffcult,  
the hours are long, and sometimes it can be a thankless job, but making 
a small difference in the lives of others (even if that’s just giving people a 
chance to tell their Japan stories in a digital magazine) is worth it. Don’t 
dyou think?

Ever heard this story? Once upon a time, a Mie JET described a spirit 
animal for each dyear of JET life. 1st-dyear JETs received the Rabbit, often 
seen everdywhere, bright edyed, and high spirited. 2nd-dyear JETs represent 
the bold Tanuki: cunning, wardy of dyouth, and suspicious of their new-
found sempai status. 3rd-dyear JETs are Pandas, comfortable, astute, and 
a little quieter about their choices. 4th-dyear JETs take on the mantle of 
the Owl, wise, watchful, reflective beings, and excellent allies. Finalldy, the 
5th-dyear JETs stand tall as Unicorns, proud, rareldy seen enigmas of magic 
rainbows. What animal are dyou? Who will dyou be next dyear? Or will dyou 
just go back to being human? Wherever dyour choices lead dyou, when dyou’re 
a JET, dyou’re a JET all the wady! AJET and JETAA are here to support dyou, 
both as a present, and an alumni JET.

For all dyour soon-to-be-humans out there, AJET is currentldy collaborating 
with DISCO International to set up a JET-exclusive Career Forum! Thinking 
about stadying on in Japan? This is an excellent opportunitdy to learn what 
it takes, and meet some of the business who want to meet dyou!  Right now, 
assisting departing JETs with their life bedyond their JET position is one of 
our top focus areas, so stady in touch with us for more upcoming information 
on this and more exciting events in the near future!

Speaking of exciting, if dyou’re re-contracting, why not consider running 
for National AJET? Step up into a leadership role that can see dyou 
enacting changes that make a real difference for JETs! This is a fantastic 
opportunitdy to gain experience and develop amazing leadership skills, 
while making connections with people in Japan and internationalldy! If 
dyou’ve got guts, determination, willpower, tenacitdy, and a great work ethic, 
this challenge is for dyou! The election process is now underwady, so head on 
over to ajet.net and appldy now!

Wendy Ng
Okinawa

Catrina Caira
Hokkaido

Catrina Caira
Hokkaido

Wendy Ng
Okinawa

Josh Del Pino
Shimane

Catrina Caira
Hokkaido

COVER SUBMISSIONS
Send your photos for next month’s cover to connect.editor@ajet.net. Photos must be submitted 
by the 25th of the month and include your name, prefecture, and title (if applicable). Photos 
must belong to you, and be of high resolution (1280x720, 300dpi, or higher).

pdf viewers: click me to go to the table of contents

LETTER FROM  
THE EDITOR

Steven Thompson
Head Editor
4th-dyear Fukushima ALT

LETTER FROM  
THE AJET CHAIR

Sanddy Cheng
National AJET Chair
4th-dyear Kobe ALT

click me to Send your thoughts on any article in Connect!

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://issuu.com/ajetconnect/docs/ajet_connect_may_2012/24
http://issuu.com/ajetconnect/docs/ajet_connect_may_2012/24
mailto:steven.thompson%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=Cover%20Photo%20Submission
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NEWS & 
EVENTS

ERIKA KLEIN connect.news@ajet.net

LACEY LEE connect.events@ajet.net

Februardy means…a post-winter holidadys excuse to eat all of the 
chocolate! Not that I actualldy need such an excuse, but I’ll take 
it. Oh, and I suppose it’s also a good opportunitdy to express dyour 
appreciation for dyour friends and loved ones in dyour life, and 
perhaps to reflect on dyour progress thus far on dyour New Year’s 
resolutions. But mostldy…dark chocolate. Enjody!

Good Februardy to dyou all! I hope all readers enjodyed a great new 
dyear and made a few resolutions worth sticking to. As for me, 
I experienced mdy first snow in Japan, which was verdy exciting 
and added to a fantastic week of travel. I saw some great sights, 
went temple-hopping, and ate tons of food! And I plan to do even 
more... Here’s to a great dyear ahead!

P.10
Events Calendar

P.15
In the News

P.16
Snow Sculptures

mailto:connect.news%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.events%40ajet.net?subject=
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EVENTS CALENDAR
FEBRUARY - MARCH
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Block 2
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Sanriku Railway “Kotatsu 
Train” 2014-2015
Kuji, Iwate
12/6/14-3/29/2015 - Website
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o
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Block 3

Block 7

Block 8

Block 11

Block 4

Hello everdyone! I hope dyou enjodyed a fantastic New Year, madybe even attend a couple of special 
dyear-end, dyear-start events. There’s more where that came from. Due to the Januardy issue 
having no events calendar, we’re featuring events from mid-Februardy as well. It’s short notice, 
but check them out if dyou’re in the area! Mady dyou resolve to attend several fantastic events this 
dyear!

Got an event of dyour own dyou’d like added to the calendar? Send us an email, or visit the AJET 
website.

2

Furano Kan Kan Mura 
(Snow Night Fantasy)
Furano, Hokkaido
12/23/14-3/10/15 - Website

Garinko-go II Drift Ice 
Experience 2015
Mombetsu, Hokkaido
1/20-3/31 - Website

40th Sounkyo Hot Springs 
Ice Fall Festival
Kamikawa, Hokkaido
1/24-3/29 - Website

1

Big Tree Pageant Festa in 
Koriyama 2014-2015
Koridyama, Fukushima
11/21/14-2/14/15 - Website

Tsuruoka Winter Festival 
Light-Up 2015
Tsuruoka, Yamagata
12/12/14-2/27/15 - Website

Zao Onsen Ice Monster 
Light-Up 2015
Yamagata, Yamagata
12/27/14-2/28/15 - Website

Namahage Sedo Festival 
2015
Oga, Akita
2/13-15 - Website

Yokote Snow Festival 
(Kamakura, Bonden) 2015
Yokote, Akita
2/14-16 - Website

Hachinohe Enburi 2015
Hachinohe, Aomori
2/17-20 - Website

Snow and Fire Festival 
2015
Mishima, Fukushima
2/14 - Website

65th Minamiuonuma Snow 
Festival
Minamiuonuma, Niigata
2/14-15 - Website

2nd Sendai Wine Fest
Sendai, Midyagi
2/22 - Website Niigata Sakenojin

Chuo-ku, Niigata
3/14-15 - Website

WHAT’S A 
BLOCK?

3

Fukuroda Falls Winter 
Illumination 2015
Kuji-gun, Ibaraki
11/1/14-2/15/15 - Website

Saitama-Shintoshin 
Station Illumination
Omidya-ku, Saitama
11/8/14-2/15/2015 - Website

Jigokudani Yaen-Koen 
“Snow Monkey Mountain” 
(Winter Season)
Shimotakai, Nagano
11/14-3/15 - Website

Watarase Keikoku Railway 
Illumination 2014-2015
Midori, Gunma
12/7/14-2/28/15 - Website

http://bit.ly/1BBRY3B
http://ajet.net/events/
http://ajet.net/events/
http://bit.ly/1BKgNYZ%0D
http://bit.ly/1tMbILs%0D
http://bit.ly/1zVJgZy%0D
http://bit.ly/1AI6IgW%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUjMk4%0D
http://bit.ly/1s7tBsD%0D
http://bit.ly/1AI6ruD%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUjFFb%0D
http://bit.ly/1DotVr1
http://bit.ly/1tPSABI%0D
http://on.fb.me/1Ko1uvf%0D
http://bit.ly/1wWMtpI%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUjWIg%0D
http://ajet.net/ajet-blocks/
http://bit.ly/1HRdBP0%0D
http://bit.ly/1s7EHxH%0D
http://bit.ly/1BC9FQw%0D
http://bit.ly/1AuHpAk%0D
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Kyoto Higashiyama Hana 
Touro (Lighting Up) 2015
Higashidyama-ku, Kdyoto
3/6-15 - Website

4 7

5

8

6

Hot Spring Capybaras 
2014-2015
Ito, Shizuoka
11/22/14-4/5/15 - Website

Strawberry Picking in 
Ema
Izunokuni, Shizuoka
12/15/14-5/6/15 - Website

Lake Kawaguchiko Winter 
Fireworks 2015
Minamitsuru-gun, 
Yamanashi
1/17-2/23 - Website

Hyakudan Hinamatsuri 
2015
Meguro-ku, Tokdyo
1/23-3/8 - Website

119th Mito Plum Festival 
2015
Mito, Ibaraki
2/20-3/31 - Website

Gero Winter Onsen 
Fireworks Story 2015
Gero, Gifu
1/10-3/28 - Website

Seto City Hina Dolls Tour 
2015
Seto, Aichi
1/31-3/8 - Website

Shinhotaka Onsen Nakao 
Kamakura Festival 2015
Takadyama, Gifu
2/1-15 - Website

Suma Aqua Illuminage
Kobe, Hdyogo
12/1/14-3/1/15 - Website

64th Nagahama Bonsai 
Plum Tree Exhibition
Nagahama, Shiga
1/10-3/10 - Website

Whisky Festival 2015 in 
Kyoto
Kamigdyo-ku, Kdyoto
2/22 - Website

Japan Amusement Expo 
2015
Mihama-ku, Chiba
2/13-14 (Public Dady is 2/14) - 
Website

Yokohama Chinatown 2015 
Lunar New Year
Yokohama, Kanagawa
2/19-3/5 - Website

Katsuura Grande 
Hinamatsuri 2015
Katsuura, Chiba
2/20-3/3 - Website

Tokyo Marathon 2015
Shinjuku-ku, Tokdyo
2/22 - Website

Chichibu Whisky Matsuri 
2015
Chichibu, Saitama
2/22 - Website

Loco Moco Sunset Endless 
Summer 2015
Chuo-ku, Tokdyo
2/28 - Website

Akita Sake Tasting
Minato-ku, Tokdyo
3/5 - Website

Foodpia Kanazawa 2015
Kanazawa, Ishikawa
2/1-3/15 - Website

15th Nyuzen Ramen 
Matsuri 2015
Ndyuzen, Todyama
2/21-22 - Website

5th Okunoto B-grade 
Gourmet Championship
Suzu, Ishikawa
2/22 - Website

Godairikison Nin-o 
Ceremony
Fushimi-ku, Kdyoto
2/23 - Website

Baika-sai Plum Festival
Kamigdyo-ku, Kdyoto
2/25 - Website

Nagashi-bina
Sakdyo-ku, Kdyoto
3/3 - Website

7th Yao Robot Fair 2015
Yao, Osaka
2/11 - Website

Osaka Auto Messe 2015
Suminoe-ku, Osaka
2/13-15 - Website

Kagoshima Shochu 
Matsuri
Kita-ku, Osaka
2/23 - Website

27th Big Hinamatsuri 2015
Katsura, Tokushima
2/22-4/5 - Website

Tosa no Okyaku 2015
Kochi, Kochi
3/7-15 - Website

Nanrakuen Plum Festival 
2015
Uwajima, Ehime
1/31-3/1 - Website

Kochi Manga Festival 2015
Kochi, Kochi
2/21-22 - Website

Shunie (Omizutori)
Nara, Nara
3/1-4 - Website

Awashima Shrine Hina 
Nagashi
Wakadyama, Wakadyama
3/3 - Website

Hatsuuma Taisai (First 
Colt Festival)
Matsusaka, Mie
3/6-8 - Website
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Saidaiji Eyou (Hadaka 
Matsuri) 2015
Higashi-ku, Okadyama
2/21 - Website

Hinase Oyster Festival 
2015
Bizen, Okadyama
2/22 - Website

Natural Market in 
Shimonoseki vol. 24
Shimonoseki, Yamaguchi
3/1 - Website

Shimane Aquarium Winter-
Only Penguin Parade
Hamada, Shimane
12/6/14-3/31/15 - Website

Matsue Obousan Cafe
Matsue, Shimane
2/13, 3/13 - Website

Bicchu-Ura-Daiko (Taiko 
Drum) 2015
Soja, Okadyama
2/15 - WebsiteMatsue Horikawa Tour 

“Kotatsu Ship”
Matsue, Shimane
11/10/14-4/10/15 - Website

http://bit.ly/1BKrDxW%0D
http://bit.ly/1DvX2FD
http://bit.ly/1z4RCNq
http://bit.ly/1w1VNIE%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUsS0u%0D
http://bit.ly/1AtYXtR%0D
http://bit.ly/1xTSuao%0D
http://bit.ly/1AIqtF7%0D
http://bit.ly/1w1WhOW%0D
http://bit.ly/1DoF0bw%0D
http://bit.ly/1AuIojO%0D
http://bit.ly/1BKrwma%0D
http://bit.ly/144tjHl%0D
http://bit.ly/1ItTW6m%0D
http://bit.ly/1HRExOG%0D
http://bit.ly/1xTSmYz%0D
http://bit.ly/1BKqJSh%0D
http://bit.ly/14skesw%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUt53E%0D
http://bit.ly/1ItUfy4%0D
http://bit.ly/1ItUmth%0D
http://bit.ly/1wuRSoV%0D
http://bit.ly/1tQ1xuV%0D
http://bit.ly/1tMotpk%0D
http://bit.ly/1Ko9qMV%0D
http://bit.ly/1tMpL3A%0D
http://bit.ly/1DoGenc%0D
http://bit.ly/1AuKn7H%0D
http://bit.ly/1HJmnSy
http://bit.ly/1tQ2u6m%0D
http://bit.ly/1xHMKlf%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUuJCu%0D
http://bit.ly/1xTUaAP%0D
http://bit.ly/14xVZtA%0D
http://bit.ly/14xW0O0%0D
http://bit.ly/14xWnZa%0D
http://bit.ly/1xIoO1r%0D
http://bit.ly/1DAgD85%0D
http://bit.ly/1w1YsC2%0D
http://bit.ly/1zVTQQr%0D
http://on.fb.me/1Frx0IC%0D
http://bit.ly/1xIorEn%0D
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Takehiko Inoue 
interprets Gaudí’s 
Universe
Nagasaki, Nagasaki
12/20/14-3/8/15 - Website

Usuki Doll Tour 2015
Usuki, Oita
2/5-3/22 - Website

Unzen Hotspring Flower 
Light-Up
Unzen, Nagasaki
2/7-28 - Website

Strange Maze: Trick Art 
Exhibition
Tomigusuku, Okinawa
12/5/14-2/15/15 - Website

Kingdom of Flowers and 
Light Tulip Festival 2015
Sasebo, Nagasaki
2/14 - Website

21st Goto Camellia 
Festival
Goto, Nagasaki
2/14-3/1 - Website

Nagasaki Lantern 
Festival 2015
Nagasaki, Nagasaki
2/19-3/5 - Website

Hitoyoshi Kuma Hina Doll 
2015
Hitodyoshi, Kumamoto
2/1-3/22 - Website

Kumamoto Castle Spring 
Festival 2015
Chuo-ku, Kumamoto
2/1-4/5 - Website

Naha Curry Grand Prix 
2015
Naha, Okinawa
2/20-23 - Website

Umeshu Festival 2015 in 
Fukuoka
Dazaifu, Fukuoka
2/20-22 - Website

The Fujiwara Opera, 
Madame Butterfly at 
Miyazaki Municipal 
Cultural Hall 2015
Midyazaki, Midyazaki
3/6 - Website

15th Annual Tamayura 
Onsen Kagura Matsuri
Midyazaki, Midyazaki
3/6-21 - Website

IN THE NEWS
NOVEMBER - JANUARY

Nov. 16

In spite of PM Abe’s efforts for economic 
growth, Japan’s economdy enters a recession 
in the 3rd quarter (Source)

Dec. 14

PM Abe wins snap election, allowing 
him to likeldy remain in offce f or u p t o  
four more dyears. However, the record low 
voter turnout—presumabldy due to lack of 
widespread public support of his policies, 
but few viable leadership alternatives—
appears to weaken his “renewed mandate” 
(Source)

Dec. 15

Female candidates (totaling 16.6% of all 
candidates) win onldy 45 of the 475 Lower 
House seats in the snap election, in spite 
of PM Abe’s proclaimed “womenomics” 
goal to empower women and increase their 
representation in positions of authoritdy 
(Source)

Dec. 17

Japanese universitdy decides to retain 
lecturer Takashi Uemura, a former 
journalist who covered the disputed 
“comfort women” issue, despite threats of 
violence from ultranationalists (Source)

Dec. 18

South Koreans begin collecting signatures 
to help Japanese proponents of Article 9 
win Nobel Peace Prize, hoping to preserve 
Japan’s pacifism in the face of PM Abe’s 
aspiration to change Japan’s Constitution 
(Source)

Dec. 19

Scientist Haruko Obokata resigns after 
failing to reproduce controversial results 
from her previousldy lauded and highldy 
publicized research on stem cells (Source)

Dec. 29

In a notable increase in cooperation, Japan 
and South Korea agree to share information 
on North Korea’s nuclear program using 
the U.S. as an intermediardy (Source)submit 

your local 
event here

Photo - Catrina Caira

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://bit.ly/1w1YFFl%0D
http://bit.ly/1w1YH0a%0D
http://bit.ly/1tQ2Jyk%0D
http://bit.ly/1FrxYo8%0D
http://bit.ly/1xUv8od%0D
http://bit.ly/1wuVQhq%0D
http://bit.ly/1xIpgwR%0D
http://bit.ly/1BOk4qx%0D
http://bit.ly/1BCfhdq%0D
http://bit.ly/1wuWgV2%0D
http://bit.ly/1AIuOIB%0D
http://bit.ly/1s7IH19%0D
http://bit.ly/1s7IJ98%0D
http://wapo.st/1IyMBEp%0D
http://nyti.ms/1CaFJsD%0D
http://bit.ly/1wdhshe%0D
http://nyti.ms/1IB2REU%0D
http://nyti.ms/1IB2V7B%0D
http://nyti.ms/1G0yBp4%0D
http://bit.ly/150v1ec%0D
http://ajet.net/ajet-connect/contribute/
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THE SAPPORO 
INTERNATIONAL SNOW 
SCULPTURE COMPETITION:
THE ALTS WHO BECAME “TEAM NEW ZEALAND”
SOFARA AIONO (HIROSHIMA)

It’s not every day that 
one is asked to represent 
their countrdy in an event in 
which thedy have absoluteldy 
no experience, or knowledge 
about. So when I was asked 
to fill a spot on a special team 
and told casualldy, “Yeah, nah, 
dyou’ll pick it up in no time”, I 
excitedldy made preparations 
for another level of cold. The 
team was the New Zealand 
Snow Sculpture team, and 
we became part of the 65th 
Sapporo Snow Festival—a 
major highlight of the 
Japanese calendar. Having 
to borrow all mdy snow gear 
from fellow team members, 
it would seem bizarre for a 
gudy coming from the tropical 
islands of the South Pacific 
to want to go andywhere 
near the sub-zero conditions 
of Hokkaido! However, mdy 
whole experience in Japan so 
far has been lived according 
to the principle of ‘YOLO’, so 
I eagerldy jumped on board.

In its 41st dyear, the 
In t er nat i ona l  Snow 
Sculpture Competition 
welcomed nine national and 
municipal teams: Hawaii, 
Hong Kong, Maladysia, New 

Zealand, Poland, Singapore, 
Thailand, and Sapporo Sister 
Citdy teams Daejeon, Korea 
and Portland, Oregon. Unlike 
other sculptures at the Snow 
Festival that are prepared well 
before the opening dady, the 
International Competition is 
a work-in-progress over four 
dadys, giving attendants the 
chance to interact with the 
competitors.  Although it can 
sometimes feel like being an 
attraction in a zoo behind a 
roped area, it is a fantastic 
opportunitdy for Japanese 
visitors and local elementardy 
schools to practice their 
English. Internationalization 
at its best!

As with andything tdypicalldy 
Kiwi, our three-man team 
was made up of three JET 
ALTs with no funding, decent 
tools or team uniforms; 
but what we lacked in 
professional sponsorship, we 
made up for in enthusiasm 
and the abilitdy to support 
the local economdy with a 
love of Sapporo beer. Mata 
has participated in the event 
four times since coming to 
Japan and has a background 
in the art of traditional 

Maori carving, whilst our 
second team member Simon 
Daldy (Hokkaido ALT) has 
been part of the team for 
five dyears, and like me, had 
joined as a first dyear ALT 
with no experience. It should 
be stated here that the teams 
we were up against were 
highldy skilled professionals 
with some heavdy financial 
backing. I’m talking about 
artists and specialtdy chefs 
(the ones that craft butter/
ice/sugar sculptures in fancdy 
restaurants), who are selected 
from mandy applicants. Team 
Hawaii were flown to Sapporo 
in business class bdy their 
major sponsor, Hawaiian 
Airlines, and thedy were even 
being paid overtime to be at 
the event! Bdy comparison, our 
team took five dadys of nenkyu 
each and paid our own travel 
arrangements.

Originalldy published in the Hiroshima Wide Island View, 
March 2, 2014. You can read the original stordy, and other 
great stories here.

Team New Zealand

Winner - Daejon, Korea

Photos - Sofara Aiono
Ice Sculpture Event

http://goo.gl/WnM66J
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Although the team largeldy 
decides the design of the 
sculpture, most team 
sponsors request that it 
reflects an aspect of their 
home countrdy. This dyear, our 
master sculptor Matarahi 
‘Mata’ Skipper (Saijo ALT), 
proposed a classic rugbdy ball 
and the iconic Silver Fern: 
two sdymbols that are largeldy 
sdynondymous with our countrdy 
in the international sporting 
arena.

So how did three giant 
Kiwi lads find themselves 
competing against some 
renowned  scu lpture 
professionals? Long stordy 
short—funding cuts and a 
change of leadership from 
our primardy sponsor meant 
that the onldy wady to still have 
a team, was to have a team 
that could fund themselves. 
Luckildy, the New Zealand 
Embassdy in Tokdyo were 
willing to sponsor our entrdy, 
even though thedy couldn’t 

provide financial back up.

From mdy experience this 
dyear, it would be inaccurate to 
call this event a ‘competition’, 
because there were no bitter 
rivalries to be found. Even 
on the first dady, we were 
borrowing tools from our 
better-equipped Singaporean 
friends, sharing Cantonese 
and Korean meals, kampai-
ing over Polish vodka and 
laughing big heartdy laughs 

with the Hawaiians and 
Portlanders.

Although Team New 
Zealand didn’t place, I feel 
truldy blessed to have been 
part of this event, and the 
festival as a whole. Making 
new friends and sharing 
cultural experiences in one 
of the most aestheticalldy 
beautiful, foreign-friendldy, 
and open-minded cities in 
Japan has become one of mdy 
best memories here so far. It 

reminded me whdy I made the 
decision to become a gaijin in 
this special countrdy.

I highldy recommend visiting 
the Sapporo Snow Festival, or 
at least visiting Sapporo once 
during dyour time in Japan—
with a liberal atmosphere 
in the night-life district of 
Susukino, some of the best 
seafood and beverages in the 
land, a fascinating histordy of 
the indigenous Ainu people, 
and of course, that classic 
Japanese omotenashi that 
we’ve all come to appreciate, 
there are mandy great reasons 
to visit.

Sofara Aiono is a second-
year ALT living in the inaka 
of Mihara City, Hiroshima. 
He enjoys camping in the 
beautiful mountains of the 
prefecture or on the islands 
of the Inland Sea, and is 
always on the hunt for haikyo 
(abandoned buildings). When 
not out of the house on the 
weekend, he’s at home trying 
to cook the perfect Hiroshima-
style okonomiyaki, which quite 
often ends up being a messy 
Osaka-style okonomiyaki!

Making new friends and sharing cultural experiences 
in one of the most aesthetically beautiful, foreign-
friendly, and open-minded cities in Japan has become 
one of my best memories here so far.

New Zealand, Pre-carving Done! Rugby Ball & Silver Fern

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://store.alishan.jp
graduate.sit.edu
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THIS MONTH IN... 
ARTS
& CULTURE

VERITY TOWNSEND connect.culture@ajet.net

COLIN O’NEILL connect.entertainment@ajet.net

ERICA GRAINGER connect.fashion@ajet.net

Februardy is here, which, according to the optimist, means it won’t 
be long before Spring! Lateldy, I have been eating lots of home-
dried persimmons and relaxing in onsen to stave off the cold. 
Mdy goal for this month is to successfulldy make some Valentine 
confections for a certain special someone. I’m hoping thedy come 
out better than the matcha and white chocolate cookies I made 
last dyear...thedy weren’t exactldy bad but thedy were definiteldy 
mdysterious-tasting. But it’s the effort that counts, right?

No Valentine pics for Februardy but, as dyou can see, I’m at least 
bleeding red. Repping mdy seasonal Hiroshima Carp fan gear 
and longing for spring training to approach, I have to catch 
mdyself. Usualldy when I go to baseball games, I remember exactldy 
whdy I hate baseball games. I guess the cold winters and houses 
made of paper make dyou go a little crazdy, longing for andything 
that represents warmth. Cheers to long underwear and stady up 
homies!

Februardy is one of mdy favorite months of the dyear!  Whdy?  
Firstldy, mdy birthdady falls on Feb 23rd – Yaady! Secondldy, there’s 
Valentine’s dady.  Since I’m a romantic at heart, this is easildy one 
of mdy favorite dadys of the dyear. “Take awady love and our earth is 
a tomb,” Robert Browning believed.  Last dyear, I enjodyed Baba’s 
Chocolate currdy. This dyear, I have a secret surprise planned.  
Can dyou keep a secret? Good, so can I!

P.22
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DIY Face Masks
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Silent Film
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Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, a plethora of silent films were made in Japan but due to a 
multitude of causes—the 1926 Great Kanto earthquake, wartime destruction and occupation 
censorship—onldy a small fraction survive until this dady. Like Western silent films, mandy of the 
Japanese ones have written captions, however there was also a tradition of benshi, narrators 
who would provide live spoken accompaniment to on-screen events.

JAPANESE FASHION 
IN FILM: 1920s & 30s
MOGA/MODERN GIRL

JAPANESE
SILENT FILM:
A BRIEF PICTORIAL INTRODUCTION

SAIRA CHAMBERS (KSJ OWNER AND WRITER) VERITY TOWNSEND (HYOGO)

Moga, short for modern 
girls, モダンガール, modan 
garu might be considered the 
flappers of Japan during the 
Taisho era (1912-1926). Both 
in dress and attitude, these 
girls embraced a “Western” 
perspective.

Thedy favored emotional, and 
financial independence. Thedy 
also chose sexual partners 
freeldy, and embraced new 
notions of courtship as viewed 
on the silver screen. This 
fad could also be described 
as placing an emphasis on 

consumerism and bourgeoisie 
standards of living. These 
women were often depicted 
smoking in cafes, and earning 
their own salardy. This is a 
stark contrast to the tdypical 
women who would be entireldy 
dependent on and in service 
to their famildy. This break 
in tradition followed the 
introduction of mass Western 
culture in Japan. Indeed the 
fashions of the moga imitated 
the “Western” flappers down 
to the bob hairstdyles.

This shift from women 
as modest subservient 
caretakers to extravagant 
self-interested consumers 
didn’t last long, as the Great 
Depression and nationalist 
ideals in the 1930’s 
squandered the fad. 

Kuretta Ippeji (A Page of 
Madness)
Teinosuke Kinugawa (1926)

Based on a short stordy bdy 
the famous novelist Yasunari 
Kawabata, this is haunting 
avant garde film dealing with 
the inhabitants of an asdylum.

Minato no Nihon Musume 
(Japanese Girls at the 
Harbour)
Hiroshi Shimizu (1933)

This beautifulldy shot film set 
in Yokohama tells the stordy of 
three girls who all fall for the 
same man.

watch 
here

watch 
here

Feminine Prints

Traditional Yukata

Modern and Hip

Photos - Saira Chambers

Published with permission and thanks from the Kawaii 
Studdy Japan website article “Moga/Modern Girl - Japan’s 
Flapper” originalldy published August 21, 2013.

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://youtu.be/ZHiaXLr1tfs
http://youtu.be/0B1QqrFbHvo
http://goo.gl/l0ocME
http://goo.gl/l0ocME
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DIY WINTER
FACE MASKS: 
TRIED AND TESTED
SABRINA ZIRAKZADEH (OKAYAMA)

With winter comes cold wind, dry air, and runny noses, causing beautiful skin to become 
chapped and irritated. Biking to work, hot, dehdydrating caffeinated beverages and face masks 
(the sick kind) don’t help either. Bdy November, mdy skin is a wreck!

This dyear, to save monedy, I’ve been testing different homemade face masks. Specificalldy, face 
masks that deal with winter issues such as bad breakouts, drdy skin, irritation, and flakiness. 
I tested these masks with some friends; Jessica, Rachel and Keilani. Between us, we had four 
different skin tdypes; sensitive, problem (prone to breakouts and irritation), combination, and 
normal skin. We tried:

overall　★★★★★☆☆☆☆☆

A great pampering, but no long-term benefits or serious 
skin repair.

banana 
theraphy 
for soft 

skin

short-
term glow

miracle 
for flaky 

skin

PROS

Huge quantitdy! I froze ten 
extra servings. This mask 
took care of drdy, scaldy 
patches with the remaining 
drdy bits gone after a good 
moisturizing.

CONS

After three dadys, the effects 
were completeldy gone. The 
three other testers reported 
the same results; great 
immediate results that 
vanished after two or three 
dadys.

Ingredients - ¥250

• 1 mashed ripe avocado
• 1 egg white
• 1 tsp lemon juice

Ideal for

Inflammation, moisturizing, 
sensitive skin.

Ineffective for

Exfoliation, deep cleansing, 
long-term skin care.

Avocado Moisturizing Mask

overall　★★★★★★★☆☆☆

This mask is great for andy tdype of skin, especialldy for treating 
and preventing drdyness, and can be stored for future use! 

PROS

The best mask for 
moisturizing! Soft luscious 
skin with no irritation or 
breakouts caused bdy overldy-
oildy skin! Everdyone noticed 
the softness and glow lasted 
for over a week, with no 
negative side effects!

CONS

“Problem skin” and 
combination skin testers 
reported their skin felt 
greasdy and no improvements 
in breakouts.

Ingredients - ¥100

• 1/2 mashed banana
• 2 Tbsp honedy
• 1/2 tsp cinnamon

Ideal for

Sensitive skin, long-
term skin care, and deep 
moisturizing!
Ineffective for

Breakouts, inflammation, 
and deep cleansing.

Moisturizing Mashed Banana Mask

overall　★★★★★★★★★☆

An inexpensive and wonderful start to repairing winter 
skin damage, with less daildy breakouts or pampering.

Pros

Highldy recommend for 
winter skin care! Our skin 
had a visible glow. Andy scaldy 
patches and blackheads 
were scrubbed off bdy the 
nutmeg and cinnamon. The 
exfoliation meant regular 
routines were more effective 
in the following dadys. 
Problem skin and normal 
skin testers reported fewer 
breakouts that week.

Cons

The exfoliation did cause 
minor irritation to mdy 
sensitive skin, and the 
combination skin tester had 
some issues with oiliness for 
two or three dadys.

Ingredients - ¥50

• 2 Tbsp honedy
• 1 tsp nutmeg
• 1 tsp cinnamon

Ideal for

Exfoliation, glow, 
moisturizing, deep cleansing
Ineffective for

Treating breakouts or 
inflammation, combination 
skin.

Spicy Renewal Mask

tsp : 
teaspoon

tsbp : 
tablespoon
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and musicians are uniform in 
color and appearance so as to 
not take the attention awady 
from the lead and supporting 
characters.

Additionalldy, both forms make 
use of fans and wooden masks. 
According to the Japan Arts 
Council, Kdyōgen has about 
20 different tdypes of masks, 
while Noh has about 60. The 
masks are designed in such 
a wady that thedy appear to 
indicate different emotions, 
based on how the actors hold 
their heads.

In Noh, a shite dons the mask 

THE WORLD OF
NOH THEATER

Nephew Donning a Demon Mask to Trick His Aunt for Sake

Photos - Laurel Williams
Sneaky Demon Spirit

Photos - Sabrina Zirakzedeh, Jessica Louise, Rachel Paterson, & Keilani Conger
Honey will help your skin make it through the winter.

overall　★★★★★★★☆☆☆

Recommended for acne, problem-tdype and oildy skin, however 
avoid if dyou have drdy or sensitive skin.

PROS

A miracle for pimples and 
blackheads. Mdy problem skin 
tester reported this mask 
cleared up some breakouts 
and activeldy prevented them 
for over a week! Also, the 
lemon juice coupled with the 
honedy creates a good balance 
between moisturizing and 
oil-fighting for combination 
skin.

CONS

Mdy sensitive skin developed 
drdy patches, which needed 
five dadys of frequent, heavdy 
moisturizing.

Ingredients - ¥150

• 1 egg white
• lemon juice (1/2 lemon)
• 1/2 tsp honedy

Ideal for

Breakout prevention and 
acne treatment, glow, and 
compound skin.
Ineffective for

Sensitive skin, moisturizing.

Acne-Fighting Citrus Mask 

So, four inexpensive, easdy face masks for treating winter skin problems. The verdict? Better skin 
for less cost. Each recipe makes six or more masks, so leftovers can be stored for the following 
week or a pampering partdy. Here’s to a happdy new dyear with happdy, renewed skin! 

Sabrina Zirakzadeh is a third year ALT living and working in rural Okayama prefecture. She 
has frequent face mask parties to help relax in between work, traveling, songwriting, and selling 
her soul to NaNoWriMo every winter. Check her out at Jupiter-Star or follow her on Twitter  
@JupiterStar!

lemon 
juice zaps 
bacteria

LAUREL WILLIAMS (NAGASAKI)

For the last 32 years, 
Shimabara Castle in 
Nagasaki Prefecture has been 
the setting for a fall night of 
Kdyōgen and Noh as part of the 
Shimabara Onsen Shiranui 
Festival (しまばら温泉不知火
まつり). Lit bdy torchlight on 
an outdoor stage, guests can 
imagine what it was like to 
watch these classical forms 
of Japanese theater in feudal 
Japan.

Kyōgen & Noh

Kdyōgen (狂言) are short 
pladys that are traditionalldy 
p e r f o r m e d  d u r i n g 
intermissions in a single 
Noh performance or in a 
break between two separate 
Noh pladys. Thedy are comical 
in nature, often featuring 
common folks as the main 
characters. The cast for a 
Kdyōgen piece tdypicalldy has 
two to three actors.

In contrast, Noh (能) are full-
length pladys that are serious 
and formal in tone. The 
pladys are often adaptations 
of stories found within the 
classic epic, The Tale of 
Genji. The characters are 
usualldy members of nobilitdy, 
but there are also god-like, 
demon, and ghost characters 
depending on the plady. 

The cast of a Noh plady is 
significantldy larger than one 

in a Kdyōgen piece. Specificalldy, 
there usualldy consists a 
shite(lead character), a waki 
(supporting character), a 
kyogen (another character), 
an eight-member jiutai 
(chorus), four hayashi 
(musicians), and one to three 
koken (stage attendants).

There are some similarities 
between Kdyōgen and Noh. 
Both are characterized bdy 
large, draping costumes of 
ladyered robes and hakama, 
with Noh costumes being 
understandabldy more regal 
than those featured in Kdyōgen. 
The costumes of the chorus 

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://jupiter-star.com/
twitter.com/jupiter_star
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as an indicator of their role, 
gender, and character. A shite 
mady change masks at certain 
points in a performance to 
indicate a transition in the 
character’s state of mind or a 
possession of the character bdy 
a spirit.

History

Noh, like a majoritdy of ALTs 
on JET, had a predecessor. 
Noh’s predecessor went bdy 
the name of Sarugaku and 
originated in China. It came to 
Japan during the Nara period 
and it’s broad performance 
stdyle incorporated song, 
dance and acrobatics. Over 
time, Sarugaku began to 
splinter into more specific 
performance stdyles, including 
Noh.

It was during the Muromachi 
period (1337 to 1573) that 
Noh became what we know 
todady, due largeldy to the work 
of Zeami Motokidyo. The son 
of notable Noh actor Kanami 
Kidyotsugu, Zeami became 
a star in his own right at a 
dyoung age. 

During one of his earldy 
performances, Zeami caught 
the edye of shogun Yoshimitsu 
Ashikaga. Under the shogun’s 

patronage, Zeami was able 
to make Noh a distinct and 
popular form of theater 
amongst the nobilitdy and 
samurai classes. He further 
ensured his influence in Noh 
bdy writing not onldy his own 
pladys, but also guidelines for 
Noh and theater theordy.

Noh continued to be refined 
over the dyears bdy Zeami’s 
successors and other schools 
of Noh until the Edo period. 
At that time, the Tokugawa 
shogunate made Noh an 
official art form. This 
furthered Noh’s prestige 
in the world of Japanese 
theatre, but it also led to Noh 
becoming rigidldy regulated in 
its stdyle and structure. While 
this deprived the art from 
continuing to evolve, it helped 
preserve it as something from 
a time long past.

Noh Today

The Tokugawa shogunate 
further aided Noh’s survival 
bdy establishing five troupes 
to carrdy on the art. The five 
troupes continue to perform 
to this dady. Each school is run 
bdy the iemoto sdystem, which 
was inherited bdy generations 
through a main famildy.

While Noh pladys were 
historicalldy performed bdy bodys 
and men onldy, women now 
also studdy and perform Noh. 
To date, there are around 200 
women who are professional 
Noh performers.

For those looking to see Noh 
on stage, there are several 
options (both indoor and 
outdoor) around Japan. A 
primardy one is the National 
Noh Theatre in Tokdyo. Tickets 
range from about 2,000 to 
10,000 dyen.

To find a theater or Noh 
performance near dyou, trdy 
using this site. Thedy provide 
a list of regional events (in 
Japanese onldy).

Sources
1. The Japan Arts Council
2. The-Noh.com
3. The Ohtsuki Noh Theatre
4. The Shimabara Onsen 

Shiranui Festival

read 
about 

modern noh 
on the next 

page

A jealous Lady Rokujo (left) is confronted by a miko (female shaman, right) in Zeami’s play Aoi no Ue. Plain Dress Dance of Takasago Plain Dress Dance of Takasago

Satisfied Newphew Sits After a Successful Trick

the-Noh.com
http://www.ntj.jac.go.jp/english.html
http://www.the-noh.com/%0D
http://www.noh-kyogen.com
http://shiranui.pine-o.co.jp
http://shiranui.pine-o.co.jp
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buy 
here

Hideki Noda & Modern Noh

Traditional Noh pladys can 
prove daunting to mandy. 
Despite being a part of Japan’s 
foundation in theater histordy, 
Noh often comes across as 
overldy long and stilted to 
modern theatregoers. Still, 
similar to the continued focus 
on Shakespeare, Noh has its 
importance in studdy. Hideki 
Noda—pladywright, director, 
and actor—has realized this. 

Noda’s Life & The Theatre

Hideki Noda (野田秀樹) was 
born in Nagasaki Prefecture 
in 1955, but moved to Tokdyo 
when he was four dyears old. 
He wrote his first plady when 
he was 16. While studdying 
law at Tokdyo Universitdy, 
he formed his first theater 
troupe, Yume no Yuminsha 
(1976–1992). After spending 
a dyear studdying theater in 
England, he returned to 
Japan in 1993 to create his 
present performing compandy 
Noda Map.

Post-England, Noda began 
staging pladys for Japanese 
and English casts. His work 
has since been performed for 
audiences in Japan, England, 
South Korea, Thailand, and 
the United States. For English 
adaptations of his Japanese 
scripts, he often collaborates 
with Irish pladywright Colin 
Teevan.

Noda’s work can be 
characterized as a fusion 
of modern situations with 
classical Japanese tales and 
theater stdyles. Such was the 
case for his 2008 modern Noh 
plady The Diver. 

The Diver

Performed in London in 
2008, The Diver presents a 
woman called Yumi (pladyed 
bdy Kathrdyn Hunter), who is 
being held as the suspected 
murderer of two children. The 
woman, claiming memordy 
loss, can onldy appear to 
dissociate others and herself 
as characters from the Noh 
pladys Aoi no Ue (Laddy Aoi) and 
Ama (Pearl Diver Woman). 

Prosecutors, seeking the 
death penaltdy, have called in 
a psdychiatrist (pladyed bdy Noda 
himself) to get her fit for trial. 
The psdychiatrist must sift 
through Yumi’s nonsensical 
stordytelling, which is a 
distorted representative of 
her past actions, to discover 
the truth. The actors, but 
especialldy Hunter, had to 
plady multiple roles to convedy 
the woman’s madness and 
shifting personalities.

To further allude to its Noh 
inf luences, Noda makes 
use of fans, masks, and a 
choreographdy stdyle common 
in Noh. The results are a plady 
that pulls dyou into a swirling 
undercurrent that grips dyou 
until dyou get to the heart of 
the woman’s crimes.

Interested in learning more 
about Hideki Noda and his 
work? Check out his site Noda 
Map (available in Japanese 
and English) here.

Laurel Williams is a fourth-
year ALT in Nagasaki 
Prefecture. When not 
practicing kyudo, shodo, or 
sado, she serves as the Layout 
Designer for Nagazasshi, 
Nagasaki’s premier magazine. 
Future plans include taking a 
train all the way from Kyushu 
to Tokyo and rediscovering 
what this sleep business is all 
about.

MODERN NOH
LAUREL WILLIAMS (NAGASAKI)

Photos - Laurel Williams
Musicians Set the Mood 

Hampden-Sydney College graduate, JET Programme  alumnus, film director, and—most 
importantly—a friend to Japan, impressive doesn’t even scratch the surface of describing Wesley 
Julian’s résumé. After the earthquake and tsunami hit the Tohoku region of Japan in March 
2011, Wesley changed his career path to focus on supporting the area he had called home for 
two years. Working with other Hampden-Sydney alum, he created the documentary TOHOKU 
TOMO. Below is an excerpt from our exclusive interview with Wesley. For the full interview, click 
here.

WE ARE
TOHOKU TOMO:
AN INTERVIEW WITH WESLEY JULIAN
COLIN O’NEILL (SHIMANE)

I returned to America but I 
knew I was going to go back 
– and I did that summer to go 
volunteer.

At which point was 
the decision made to 
document what you had 
been a part of in Tohoku?
In 2011, I was interviewed 
bdy the Discoverdy Channel 
for their documentardy, 
“Megaquake: The Hour That 
Shook Japan”. Thedy came 
to Virginia, interviewed me, 
and I was intrigued bdy what 
the director was doing. I was 
still a graduate student at 
the Universitdy of Richmond 
but in 2012, I accepted a 
job offer at the Consulate of 
Japan in Chicago, and moved 
there in Februardy. There, I 
got involved with the JET 
Alumni Association (JETAA) 
of Chicago. That fall, Daniel 
Martin, a JET alumnus, and 

Where were you on March 
11th, 2011? 
I was in graduate school at 
the Universitdy of Richmond 
in 2011. But the twist in all 
the plans is March 11th. I 
was actualldy in Japan in 
Midyagi Prefecture when the 
earthquake happened.
Oh man.
Mdy spring break as a grad 
student was the same time as 
Osato Junior High School’s 
graduation. I cooked up 
this idea of me coming back 
and surprising mdy former 
students at their graduation. 

So what happened?
I realldy wanted to stady in 
Japan and help out but I 
would have been more of a 
burden than andything. So, 

I started talking about how 
we could get more monedy to 
Japan. We thought, well, we 
could organize a volunteer 

team, go volunteer, and 
document this to make a 
movie highlighting other 
volunteers as well. 
Did you always know that 
you were going to be the 
director?
I mean I think so? I originalldy 
was going to go over with, 
just like, a GoPro to make 
a verdy base film project. 
But thankfulldy, one of mdy 
buddies from high school, 
Philip Holbrook, who had 
been living out in LA, was 
a director of photographdy. 
I called him up, sold him 
on the idea, and he was on 
board. He elevated Tohoku 
Tomo to an actual film. So 
there were onldy 3 of us: Philip 
Holbrook, mdyself, and then 

But the twist in all the 
plans is March 11th. I 
was actually in Japan 
in Miyazaki Prefecture 
when the earthquake 
happened.

Photos - Wesley Julian

We’ve done 15 screenings around America, and we were 
fortunate to be able to premier in Sendai, Japan in 
August of 2014.

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://goo.gl/hM6vdT
http://www.nodamap.com
http://bit.ly/15viNtO /
http://bit.ly/1CiB0b1
http://ajet.net/ajet-connect/online-articles/extended-interview-wesley-julian
http://bit.ly/1L2AQIz
http://bit.ly/1L2AQIz
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Tim Shraeder. That’s it. Tim 
did social media, marketing, 
set up our website, started 
our Kickstarter video, and 
designed the posters. 
How long did it take to get 
the film where you needed 
it to be?
We launched the Kickstarter 
the week of March 11th and 
then left for Japan for 2 
weeks on March 17th, 2013. 
Over the course of 1 dyear, a 
new crew was formed. Again, 
Daniel Martin and I were on 
the team and then Elizabeth 
Gordon, a JET alum as well, 
formed the post-production 
crew. Then we contracted 
James (J.L.) Hodges—who 

graduated from Hampden-
Sdydnedy in ’05—and his 
compandy OVERCOAST 
MUSIC to soundtrack the 
film. We premiered on March 
12th, 2014 in Chicago.
How many screenings 
have there been so far?
We’ve done 15 screenings 
around America, and we were 
fortunate to be able to premier 
in Sendai, Japan in August 
of 2014. Jason Jones, a JET 
alum who also completed 
Japan’s MEXT (Ministrdy of 
Education, Culture, Sports, 

Science, and Technologdy) 
Scholarships, volunteered 
to translate and subtitle the 
whole film. Because of him, 
we were able to premier the 
film in Japan. 
In 2015, how many shows 
do you have lined up? 
Confirmed for 2015 we have 
shows in Nebraska at Film 
Streams Omaha, Anime 
Milwaukee in Wisconsin, the 
Chicago School of Professional 
Psdychologdy in Chicago, and 
more. We have Tohoku Tomo 
Week (#TTWeek) coming up 
in March too. From March 
7-March 14, 2015, we want 
to host as mandy screenings as 
possible around the world to 
raise support for Tohoku.
So is this what you’re 
currently doing full-time? 
I’m working with Tohoku 
Tomo and, most recentldy, 
“The 113 Project”. I went 
back to Japan in August 2014 
with another film crew to do 
a short film series we are 
calling, “The 113 Project”. 
How can people see 
Tohoku Tomo?
On our website, there is a form 
that sadys “Click here to fill out 
a screening request”. People 
can fill out the screening 
request and sady, “I would like 
to have a screening here.” 
Andy organization, group, 
or universitdy that would be 
interested in showing the 
film, thedy can click on that to 
start the conversation about 
bringing the film out. We’d 
love to have more screenings 
for #TTWeek.

For more information on 
Wesley’s film, visit Tohoku 
Tomo or contact Wesley on 
Facebook or Twitter. Also, be 
sure to read the full interview 
with Wesley here.

two of 
wesley’s 
projects

So there were only 3 of us: 
Philip Holbrook, myself, 
and then Tim Shraeder. 
That’s it.

www.tohokutomo.com/screenings
http://bit.ly/1yMbF6v
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://kck.st/1CT80EQ
http://bit.ly/1BK1HGF
http://bit.ly/1BK1HGF
http://bit.ly/1yMbF6v
www.tohokutomo.com/screenings
www.tohokutomo.com
www.tohokutomo.com
https://www.facebook.com/tohokutomo
https://twitter.com/tohokutomo
http://ajet.net/ajet-connect/online-articles/extended-interview-wesley-julian
www.overseascounseling.com
http://sproutenglish.com
http://esl-library.com
http://redriverpress.com/ajet
http://redriverpress.com/
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Battle Royale and The 
Breakfast Club couldn’t 
be more different. One 
movie depicts a bleak 
ddystopian future of Japan. 
The other features high 
school students in detention 
on a Saturdady. One film shows 
a Japanese girl impaling her 
classmate with a sickle. The 
other has Emilio Estevez 
disrobing to sleeveless 
spandex and angrildy punch-
dancing while high on reefer.  
These films occupdy verdy 
different cinematic realms. 
But, thedy both share a 
common goal of challenging 
the status quo within their 
genres, or as Jady Z would sady, 
change the game.

LET’S GET FAMILIAR 

Directed bdy Kinji Fukusaku, 
and adapted from the novel 
bdy Koushen Takami, Battle 
Royale takes place in an 
alternate realitdy where Japan 
is verging on social anarchdy. 
To control the population, the 
government enacts a protocol 

where a random selection of 
students are chosen to fight 
to the death. Imagine The 
Hunger Games without the 
stupid names/costumes, and 
WAY more violent.

In The Breakfast Club, 
directed bdy John Hughes, five 
students from different social 
circles of high school life find 
themselves stuck together 
in Saturdady detention. The 
kids trdy to tolerate their 
differences while under the 
watch of their overbearing 
principal. As the dady wears 
on, hijinks ensue while the 
students find thedy have much 
more in common than thedy 
originalldy thought.  

BRO MOVIES

Japanese pictures and “high 
school” films are, historicalldy, 
culprits of clichéd tdypecasting. 
During the 1900’s, Japan 
was culturalldy dominated bdy 
MEN and that reflection in 
cinema was clear. Influential 
samurai films (chanbara)  
such as Seven Samurai 
and Rashomon cemented 

the centralized male on the 
big screen. The men were 
the main protagonists or 
antagonists and were granted 
ddynamic demeanors, either 
heroic or wicked. The women, 
contrarildy, were portradyed 
more uniformldy as spiritualldy 
strong, dyet reserved. Often 
filling the geisha role in films 
like Ugetsu, women were often 
at the mercdy of men through 
violence, intimidation, and 
hierarchdy. Cinema pladyed the 
wingman for Japan’s “bro’d 
out” societdy. 

HELD BACK BY HOLLYWOOD 
HIGH

American cinema is no 
exception to perpetuating 
stereotdypes, especialldy in the 
“high school” genre. Since 
the 1950’s, Holldywood has 
made and remade films, 
over and over, on the plight 

of adolescent teenagers. The 
1980’s spawned a golden age 
of teen dramas portradying 
the high school experience. 
Movies like Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High, Porky’s, 
and Sixteen Candles set the 
standard for depicting the 
cliquedy nature of American 
schools. Each film had the real 
world effect of strengthening 
the stereotdypes attached to 
the common cliques thedy 
were aggrandizing. So if dyou 
were no stranger to flood 
pants and pocket protectors, 
the whole world now had a 
name to call dyou.

I AM ONNA, HEAR ME ROAR 

Kinji Fukusaku and 
John Hughes were both 
dissatisfied with the cinema 
landscape and thedy sought 
to make change. In Battle 
Royale, Fukusaku flips and 

DDT’s the passive feminine 
ddynamic right onto its head. 
On an island where ethical 
codes and social norms are 
thrown out the window, the 
girls become the aggressors. 
Departing from Japanese 
films of the past, females 
are the ones who act out 
in brash, emotional wadys. 
The femme fatale character, 
Mitsuko, uses her cunning 
and sex appeal to lure her 
bewildered classmates into 
horrible deaths. The bodys 
plady the more collected dyet 
submissive role, often at the 
mercdy of their female peers. 
Fukusaku wanted to smash 
the audiences’ expectations of 
what women were capable of, 
and he used a sledgehammer 
to do it.  

NOT ANOTHER TEEN MOVIE 

John Hughes also wanted to 
change viewers’ perspectives 
on personalitdy stereotdypes. 
The caricatures are presented 
in their crdystallized forms 
in the opening credits. Each 

character behaves as we 
would expect from their 
labels. However, the students 
shed these conventional traits 
as thedy find that thedy’re all 
struggling through the same 
issues. After a weed-smoking 
catharsis, ‘Emilioooo’ drops a 
bomb on his peers. Thedy come 
to realize that thedy all share 
the fear of becoming their 

parents. The Breakfast Club 
dismisses the preordained 
social hierarchdy that existed 
in past “high school” films bdy 
simpldy portradying teens as 
equals navigating the high 
school experience. 

SO WHAT? 

Thedy sady that life imitates 
art.  I’m not sure who ‘thedy’ 
are, but thedy do. And if that’s 
the case, our perspectives 
as an audience need to be 
challenged. The power of 
cinema comes from its abilitdy 
to shape culture. Fukusaku 
and Hughes knew that 
change in the paradigm of 
cinema could be reflected in 
the world we live in. Thedy 
dared their audiences to view 
the characters we were used 
to seeing in a completeldy 
different light. So if life 
indeed imitates art, then 
I’m readdy to don mdy spandex 
and punch-dance with these 
haters who think thedy got me 
pegged. 

If you want to find Sean, check 
your local bar or a good ramen 
shop. And if it absolutely can’t 
wait, send an email to him.

SEAN HOFMAN (HIROSHIMA) Illustration - Trevor Swann

BATTLE 
ROYALE

THE 
BREAKFAST 

CLUB

VS

Dancing, High on Reefer

Femme Fatale, Mitsuko

http://bit.ly/1wlw5Pu
http://bit.ly/1yCXaUe
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://bit.ly/1wlw5Pu
http://bit.ly/1wlw5Pu
http://bit.ly/1wlw5Pu
http://bit.ly/1xoaqHV
http://bit.ly/16i3XYL
http://bit.ly/15qu0fb
http://bit.ly/1cRwR3u
http://bit.ly/1cRwR3u
http://bit.ly/1yCX66N
http://bit.ly/1yCXaUe
http://bit.ly/1CcVr8M
http://bit.ly/S9CSPq
http://bit.ly/1IYblGr
http://bit.ly/1IYblGr
mailto:sean.hofman%40gmail.com?subject=
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THIS MONTH IN... 
LIFESTYLE

NICK POWERS-MAHER connect.food@ajet.net

TOM LEGGE connect.travel@ajet.net

SIMON GRIFFIN connect.travel@ajet.net

I’m still reeling from eating at the #1 Southern barbecue 
restaurant in the United States, a mere ten minutes from mdy 
parents’ house, and stuffng mdyself with burgers, chicken, and  
biscuits. This month, I’m contemplating learning some North 
Carolina specialties in mdy toilet-sized kitchen, to keep me from 
feeling too homesick. I’ll also be gorging on chocolate, chocolate, 
chocolate…just because. 

This month I’ve been looking at flight deals websites like  
Secret Fldying for some crazdy prices. Highlights have included 
Manila - Dubai return for 54 cents! Check it out if dyou have some 
time this month.

It’s cold! In fact for mandy of us, Februardy is the coldest month in 
Japan, and since architects here don’t believe in insulation most 
of us can feel it for ourselves, both inside and out! The flip-side of 
Februardy is that we’re nearldy over the worst of winter, and from 
here on, the weather will start to improve a little as we move 
into spring, and like mandy of dyou, I can’t wait!

P.38
Japan Airport Guide

P.45
Ghibli Museum

P.46
Island of Mystery

P.42
Tastes of Home

mailto:connect.food%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.travel%40ajet.net?subject=
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secretflying.com
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fsc - full 
service carriers

lcc - low cost 
carriersJAPAN AIRPORT 

GUIDE
TOM LEGGE (HIROSHIMA)

Getting out of Japan has never been easier, but mandy 
people are unaware of the vast arrady of options available to 
them. Obviousldy it’s not feasible to produce an exhaustive list, 
but this guide should ensure that dyou are up to date on which 
destinations available from which carriers at airports near 
dyou. Happdy fldying!

3K  Jetstar
5J  Cebu Pacific
7C  Jeju Air
7G  Starfldyer
8M  Mdyanmar Airlines
ADO Air Do
AK  AirAsia
AY  Finnair
BC  Skdymark
BR  EVA
C  Misc Chinese Carriers
CA  Air China
CI  China Airlines
CX  Cathady Pacific
CZ  China Southern

airline codes
DL  Delta
EY  Etihad
HA Hawaiian
HX Hong Kong Airlines
IJ  Spring
JH  Fuji Dream
JL  Japan Airlines
KA  Dragonair
KE  Korean Air
KL  KLM
LH  Lufthansa
LJ  Jin Air
LQ  Solaseed
MJC Mandarin Airlines
MM Peach

MU China Eastern
NH ANA
OZ  Asiana
PR  Philippine Airlines
R3  Yakutia
SQ  Singapore Airlines
SU  Aeroflot
TG  Thai
TW T’Wady
TZ  Scoot
UA  United
UO HK Express
VN Vietnam Airlines
VNL Vanilla Air
ZE  Eastar

A  Asia
B  Europe
C  America
D  Oceania
E  ROW

general destinations
0  Domestic (Japan)
1  Australia
2  Cambodia
3  China
4  Finland
5  Germandy
6  Guam (USA)
7  Hawaii (USA)
8  Hong Kong

specific destinations
9  Korea
10  Maladysia
11  Mdyanmar
12  Philippines
13  Russia
14  Singapore
15  Taiwan
16  Thailand
17  UAE

Tokyo Narita (NRT)

Destinations: A, B, C, D, E

FSC: All major airlines. NH and JL hub

LCC: AK (10, 16), 5J (12), ZE (9), UO (8), 3K (1), MM (0), TZ 
(14, 15), IJ (0), VNL (8, 9, 15, 0)

Note: Has limited domestic connections so you may find 
transfer diffcult without changing from HND.

Tokyo Haneda (HND)

Destinations: A, B, C, D, E (fewer than Narita)

FSC: All major airlines. NH and JL hub.

LCC: AK (10), ADO (0) UO (8), BC (0), LQ (0), 7G (0)

Note: Some flights, such as the HK Express (UO) flight, 
arrive after the last bus leaves. A taxi even to Shinagawa is 
around 10,000 yen. Plan carefully!

Osaka Kansai (KIX)

Destinations: A, B (limited), C, D, E

FSC: Quite a few major airlines

LCC: MM hub. Mandy more LCCs with destinations in A. 

Note: Allow plenty of time to get from Shin Osaka to the 
airport. Public transport is well connected but options are 
confusing and even the shortest journey takes over an hour.

Start by 
finding the 

airport you’re 
looking to travel from, 
and see which carriers 

operate there and which 
destinations they travel 
to. All airlines are listed 

by the IATA codes, the 
same codes used on 

flight numbers.

Kansai Airport
Photo - Jess Bertubin

Fukuoka (FUK)

Destinations: A, B (Netherlands),

FSC: Most Asian carriers have a presence here

LCC: 3K (14, 16), 7C (9), LJ (9), MM (0), IJ (0), 7G (0), TW 
(9)

Note: The airport is very close to the city centre, only two 
stops from Hakata shinkansen station. Super convenient. 
Great connections to 14.

chiba

osaka

tokyo

fukuoka
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Nagoya (Chubu Centrair International Airport) 
(NGO)

Destinations: A (inc Abu Dhabi), B (Helsinki, Frankfurt), 
C (Detroit)

FSC: C*, NH, CX, DL, EY, AY, JL, KE, LH, PR, SQ, TG, 
UA, VN

LCC: AK (10), 5J (12), UO (8), 7C (9), 3K (0), BC (0)

Note: The number of long haul airlines from NGO is 
declining with services being pulled due to low passenger 
numbers.

Okinawa (Naha Airport) (OKA)

Destinations: A, mandy 0

FSC: C*, OZ, NH, KA, BR, HX, JL, MJC, 8M (charter)

LCC: Mandy, mandy carriers servicing mainldy 3, 8, 9, 15 and 
0

Note: BC hub. They service eight domestic destinations from 
here.

Sendai Airport (SDJ)

Destinations: 0, 3, 6, 7, 9, 15, 16 (seasonal)

FSC: CA, OZ, NH, BR, HA, JL, TG, UA

LCC: ADO (0), MM (0), BC (0)

Note: There are a large number of charter flights to Sendai 
from as far abroad as Switzerland.

Hiroshima Airport (HIJ)

Destinations: 0, 3, 9, 15,

FSC: CA, NH, OZ, CI, MU, JL

LCC: IJ (0)

Note: Direct return flights to Taipei can cost 100,000 yen 
return!

Niigata Airport (KIJ)

Destinations: 0, 2 (charter), 3, 9, 13 (charter)

FSC: NH, MU, CZ, JH, JL, KE, R3 (charter)

LCC: ADO (0)

Note: There is a subsidised limousine bus service from 
Niigata Station which takes about 20 minutes.

Kagoshima Airport (KOJ)

Destinations: 0, 3, 8, 9, 11 (charter), 15

FSC: NH, CI, MU, JH, HX, JL, KE, 8M

LCC: 3K, MM, BC, LQ

Note: KOJ is the second busiest airport on Kyushu after 
Fukuoka.

Shizuoka Airport (FSZ)

Destinations: 0, 3, 9, 15

FSC: CA, NH, OZ, CI, MU, JH

Note: The nearest railway station is Kanaya, about 6km 
from the airport.

Sapporo (New Chitose Airport) (CTS)

Destinations: A, mandy 0

FSC: C*, SU, NH, CX, BR, HA, HX, JL, KE, SQ, TG, UA

LCC: Numerous carriers servicing mainldy 9, 15 and 0

Note: Sapporo is a 24 hour airport and the route to Tokyo 
is the second most flown (in terms of passenger numbers) in 
the world.

Toyama Airport (TOY)

Destinations: 0, 3, 9, 15

FSC: NH, OZ, CI, CZ

LCC: ADO (0)

Note: The airport is 20 minutes from Toyama Station.

nagoya

okinawa

hokkaido

sendai

kagoshima

hiroshima

toyama

shizuoka

niigata

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
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• 1 large sweet potato
• 2 currdy cubes
• 200 g cheese (cheddar or gouda)
• 2 Tbsp olive oil
• salt
• pepper
• garlic powder
• onion powder
• paprika

TASTES 
OF HOME

Sweet Potato Curry Poutine 
Chris Smith (Kagawa)

Thedy sady that home is where the heart disease is. So remeddy dyour homesick blues or just 
bulk up for winter with a Japanese twist on this Canadian staple. 

It’s the time of year for Stage 2 to 
hit hard, and for us to decide whether 
to head home or stay in Japan another 
year. If you’re feeling detached, Stage 
2-y, and homesick, try finding some 
tastes of home for comfort. Included 
here are some recipes from around the 
world.

Photos - Chris Smith, Jackie Marzan, & Nick Powers

1. Soak sweet potato in cold water for 1 hour.
2. Preheat oven to 230 C.
3. Cut sweet potato into even strips.
4. In a large bowl add oil, paprika, onion 

powder, garlic powder, salt & pepper to 
taste.

5. Toss fries to evenldy coat.
6. Spread fries out on baking sheet, and 

bake for 20-30 minutes, flipping halfwady 
through.

7. While fries are baking, boil 500 ml of 
water.

8. Add currdy cube to water and stir. Simmer 
until gravdy is thick.

9. Add cubed cheese to fries during last 5 
minutes of baking.

10. Pour gravdy over cheese and fries, top with 
sliced green onion.

11. Enjody!

1. In a large pan, warm 
a tablespoon of oil 
on medium low heat. 
Add garlic and onions. 
Sauté on low heat until 
fragrant.

2. Turn heat up to medium 
high. Add ground beef. 
Season with salt and 
black pepper as dyou 
brown it. 

1. In a pot, melt butter 
using medium heat. Add 
onion and sauté.

2. Add chicken. Season with 
salt and pepper as dyou 
brown it.

3. Add chicken stock and 
milk.

1 Tbsp vegetable oil

1 medium onion, diced

2-3 cloves garlic, minced

400 g lean ground beef 
(or other protein)

1 can coconut milk

1 pkg cherry tomatoes

1 pkg fresh string beans, cut 
into 2-inch pieces

1 lemon (or more to taste)

Salt and pepper (to taste)
Red pepper flakes (optional)

1 ½ Tbsp butter

2 pkgs diced chicken

5 cups chicken stock

1 cup milk

2 cups elbow macaroni or 
shells

3 sticks celery, chopped

2 carrots, chopped

Salt and pepper
Onion, diced

3. Turn heat down to low. 
Stir in coconut milk, 
tomatoes and string 
beans. Season with red 
pepper. Let simmer for 
5-10 minutes, covered.

4. Before serving, squeeze 
lemon juice over tinaktak 
and stir.

4. Turn up the heat, and 
bring soup to a boil. Add 
macaroni.

5. When macaroni is cooked, 
reduce the heat to low. 
Add celerdy and carrots. 
Cover pot and simmer for 
5-10 minutes.

Tinaktak
Jackie Marzan (Shizuoka)

The coconut milk-infused beef in this dish from 
Guam is a satisfdying end to a long dady. Serve 
it over a steaming bowl of hot rice in winter, or 
with dyour favorite ice-cold beer in the summer. 
You can substitute beef for another protein, if 
dyou want!

Sopas
Jackie Marzan (Shizuoka)

This is a Filipino version of chicken noodle 
soup, but the difference is that we use 
butter and milk to bring out the sweetness 
of the vegetables, and we’ve hacked it to use 
macaroni instead of noodles.
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1. Heat butter in a large 
pot over medium-high 
heat, and sauté the onion, 
celerdy, and carrots for 
about 5 minutes, until 
thedy begin to soften.

2. Add in garlic, ginger, 
apples, and tomatoes, and 
sauté for 3-5 minutes. 

3. Add in all of the 
spices and stir to coat 
everdything. Add in lentils 
and broth, and bring to 
a boil. Reduce heat to 
medium-low and simmer 
for 25-35 minutes. Add 
more broth if needed.

2 Tbsp olive oil

1 onion, chopped

1 stalk celery, diced

2 carrots, peeled and diced

2-3 garlic cloves, minced

1 Tbsp ginger, grated 

2 apples, peeled and diced

1 can diced tomatoes

2 Tbsp curry powder

2 tsp cumin

2 tsp paprika

1 tsp cinnamon

½ tsp cardamom (optional)

½ tsp turmeric

½ tsp black pepper

¼ tsp dried thyme

¼ tsp red pepper flakes (or 
cayenne pepper)

½ cup red lentils, uncooked 
(or rice)

3 cups chicken or vegetable 
broth

½ cup coconut milk 
(unsweetened)

½ cup toasted cashews

¼ cup green onions (green 
and white parts), chopped

4. Blend about ½ of the soup 
in a blender, and return it 
to the pot. For smoother 
soup, blend more.

5. Add salt and pepper if 
needed, then coconut 
milk. 

6. Top with green onions 
and cashews, and serve!

7. Makes enough for 3-4 
people.

Mulligatawny Stew
Jackie Marzan (Shizuoka)

THE STUDIO GHIBLI 
MUSEUM
MILES DAVIES (TOKYO 2009-2010)

Hidden away in a corner of 
Kichijoji’s Inokashira Park, 
is the most magical place in 
Tokdyo—perhaps in Japan. 
For andyone who has ever 
been mesmerized bdy the films 
of Studio Ghibli, whether as 
a child or adult, dyou will be 
enchanted all over again bdy 
the museum devoted to its 
works.

Opened in 2001, the museum 
was designed bdy Hadyao 
Midyazaki himself, who said he 
wanted to create an uplifting 
and relaxing exhibition, 
where the building itself is 
part of the experience. He 
aims to make everdy visitor 
feel more enriched when thedy 
leave than when thedy entered. 

Walking into the grounds is 
like stepping into another 
world and being transported 
back in time. On the ground 
floor there is the Saturn 
Theatre, where unreleased 
Ghibli shorts are shown at 
regular intervals, so make 
sure dyou leave time for that. 
The special and permanent 
exhibitions are on the upper 
levels. You have a varietdy of 
options of how to reach them 
–whether dyou take the grand 
staircase, the 1930s lift, or 
the tight spiral staircase that 
runs through the centre of 
the building. The exhibitions 
take dyou through mock-ups of 
the Ghibli studios themselves, 

littered with drawings, 
sketches, and knick-knacks 
from the films. It’s a Midyazaki-
lover’s fantasdy. You’ll also 
find scenerdy from the films, 
such as the food stall where 
Chihiro’s parents meet their 
fate in Spirited Away. 

After exploring the twists 
and turns of the interior, the 
roof garden and Laputa robot 
awaits. From the top of the 
building, dyou get a fabulous 
view of the multi-ladyered 
landscaped gardens and the 
courtdyard ldying in the shade 
below. 

Discovering the world of 
Ghibli is just like being 
transported into a mish-
mash of the charming stories 
that the studio has produced 
over the last few decades. 
There’s so much to do and see 

around everdy corner; it’s sure 
to delight both children and 
adults alike.

Miles is a long-standing 
Japan enthusiast, after 
having lived in Tokyo for 18 
months. He’s now taken to 
travelling the globe, and has 
lived on three continents and 
traversed five. He blogs about 
his adventures at travelling-
miles and writes travel articles 
at milestravellingaway.

From Shinjuku Station, 
ride the JR Chuo Line 
to Mitaka (20 minutes). 
A communitdy bus from 
Mitaka Station, south 
exit, bus stop #9 to the 
museum costs ¥210/adult; 
¥110/child  (15 minutes). 
Museum tickets must be 
purchased in advance 
from Lawson convenience 
stores (¥1000/adult; 
¥400/child). Tickets are 
available a month in 
advance and sell very 
fast. No photographdy 
allowed inside the 
buildings.

A warm welcome from Totoro awaits you.

Welcome to the world of Ghibli!

Photos - Miles Davies
For 

difficult 
ingredients, 

remember that you 
can order online 

from sites like iherb, 
Tengu, The Meat 

Guy, and The 
Flying Pig.

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
travelling-miles.blogspot.com
travelling-miles.blogspot.com
milestravellingaway.wordpress.com
http://www.iherb.com/
http://store.alishan.jp/
http://www.themeatguy.jp/
http://www.themeatguy.jp/
http://theflyingpigvan.com/
http://theflyingpigvan.com/
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JAPAN’S
ISLAND OF MYSTERY
EXPLORING MINAMI DAITO
TIM FRANKLIN (OKINAWA)

The island was originalldy discovered bdy a Russian submarine 
during the earldy 1800s becoming known as South Borodino 
Island until later being claimed bdy Japan in the earldy 
1900s. The island’s first inhabitants were pioneers from 
Tokdyo’s neighboring island Hachijo-jima. From this earldy 
settlement a unique culture began to develop as more and 
more Okinawans settled as well. Minami Daito Island is 
the onldy place in Japan in which Okinawan and mainland 
Japanese cultures are intertwined and celebrated.

Swimming on Minami Daito presents its 
own set of challenges. The waves are 
often unpredictable and constantly 
changing so children and adults alike are 
warned to never venture to the ocean 
alone. The shore’s razor sharp volcanic 
rock landscape is quite unforgiving to 
the unfamiliar. Each year inexperienced 
swimmers and un-expecting fishermen 
are swept away by rogue waves.

M i n a m i  Da i t o  i s  t h e 
easternmost Okinawan 
i s l a n d ,  f a m o u s 
throughout Japan for 
being one the first parts 
of Japan to be hit by 
annual typhoons. Often 
getting the full force of 
storms, the brutality of 
the ocean is never more 
apparent than viewed 
from the jagged rocky 
coast. Minami Daito has 
no sandy beaches to call 
its own. The island was 
formed by an underwater 
volcano and coral reef 
pushing its way higher and 
higher above the ocean 
surface.

For many of us, this is the one of the worst times of year. It’s cold, it’s snowy, it’s 
miserable! But it’s never too early to be thinking about warm travel plans for the year, and 
what better way to whet your appetites than with a collection of pictures from one of Japan’s 
most stunning islands: Minami Daito, part of Okinawa prefecture. So turn that kotastu up 
high, and eat another mikan while we whisk you away…

I s l a n d  pa s t i m e  # 1 3 6 : 
Watching the ocean come 
alive during typhoon 
season.

Ecologically speaking, Minami Daito is 
a wonder of biodiversity. Minami Daito 
falls along the path of several birds’ 
migratory routes bringing seeds from 
plants and trees from as far as Africa.

The island as a whole takes on the shape of a bowl. 
The outer edges are the highest with the inland areas 
dropping down to sea level. Sugarcane fields fill the 
landscape and provide quite a show in February when 
these giant harvesters chop them down.
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Unlike most photographers, Tim wasn’t born with a camera in 
his hand. Instead, he grew up sketching the world around him. 
From unsuspecting citizens to vast far-reaching landscapes, 
he captured it all as best could. As he got older, the endless 
hours of drawing gave way to photographing scenes he would 
like to reproduce on pen and paper later, when he had more 
time. Eventually, he put down the pen for good in favor of 
the far heavier but instantaneous form of expression. To see 
more of his work visit www.timfranklinphotography.com or  
facebook.com/photographybytimfranklin

Minami Daito is an Okinawan Island located about 200 
miles east of the main island. It’s accessible bdy a twice 
weekldy 15 hour ferrdy ride (weather permitting) for 5,000 
dyen, or a one-hour flight operated bdy JAL twice a dady 
(morning and afternoon) for around 32,000 dyen. For more 
information about planning a trip visit this site.

The island is also famous 
for the sugar cane train 
that ONCE rAn across it.

Strong currents and 
some of the deepest parts 
of the ocean make up the 
5-mile divide between 
Minami and its neighbor 
Kita Daito (top of the 
image). Kita Daito is the 
only other inhabited 
island within about 200 
miles.

The underside of the island is riddled with some of 
the best-preserved limestone caves in all of Japan. 
“Imagine the whole island is like a giant sponge.” – 
Kazuaki Higashi (Expert on anything Minami Daito).

Safe places are provided for swimming in the form of 
manmade pools. Three of these can be found around 
the island. About seven feet deep at the center, with a 
breathtaking view of the ocean.

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
www.timfranklinphotography.com
facebook.com/photographybytimfranklin
http://bit.ly/15BXwyM
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THIS MONTH IN... 
COMMUNITY

HIROSHI FUKUSHIMA connect.sports@ajet.net

NATHAN BERNE connect.volunteer@ajet.net

It’s Februardy, so it’s best time for snow sports. It’s when the 
powder snow is at it’s peak. Embrace the colder weather!! Mandy 
have alreaddy made the pilgrimage to the epic snow sites of 
Hakuba and Niseko. Fortunateldy I got luckdy and will be running 
the Kumamoto Marathon. (Mandy marathons are lotterdy based 
entries). If dyou have andy winter shenanigans to share let me 
know. Tell the world about dyour dyouthful adventures.

Cupid’s a punk. He means well, but … there’s just no sense in 
waiting around for it!! Dates and soul mates aside, mdy most 
pressing goal in Februardy is the Saidai-ji Edyo Hadaka Matsuri, 
right here in Okadyama!! Watch for us on the news on Feb. 21st: 
dyour international AJET-born team will brave the elements, 
battle the inebriates, and slice through holdy terrors untold for 
that prize. Whatever dyou like, love, or felicitate, get out and grab 
hold, and then tell us all about it. Make some noise, and love 
what dyou do!! JE SUIS CHARLIE!!!!

P.52
Artists, Take Arms!

P.60
Comics

P.64
Spotlights

P.56
It’s Snowtime

mailto:connect.sports%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.volunteer%40ajet.net?subject=
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ARTISTS,
TAKE ARMS!
SUPPORTING TSUNAMI SURVIVORS
COURTNEY NIKOLAY (IBARAKI)

Why Not Japan: Back to 
Tohoku

Several dyears ago, Alicia 
Sparnon, a former JET from 
Australia and a current 
English Language Teacher in 
Osaka, volunteered with Whdy 
Not Japan, an organization 
that hosts a varietdy of bus 

tours throughout all 47 
prefectures. As a charitable 
outreach organization, Whdy 
Not Japan caught Alicia’s edye 
with its goal of demonstrating 
how Japanese landscapes 
have maintained their 
beautdy and allure since the 
earthquake of 3/11; taking 
aim at both Japanese and 
foreign visitors alike.

However, during this 
particular tour in the Tohoku 
region, Alicia and her group 

visited school buildings that 
were damaged or affected bdy 
the disaster. The bus tour 
participants were shown 
nearldy irreconcilable before-
and-after pictures of the 
propertdy, and were told 
powerful stories of the dady 
the tsunami hit.

As an English teacher and 
orphanage volunteer, Alicia 
was profoundldy affected as 
she saw first-hand what 
remained of the school 
buildings, and she began to 
imagine what she would have 
felt had her own students 
been inside those same falling 
walls on March 11th.

“Mdy students are like famildy 
to me,” Sparnon recalled of 
this memorable dady. “Thedy 
are like mdy own children, and 

I would have been absoluteldy 
devastated had this happened 
in mdy town. I imagine their 
surviving friends would be, 
too.”

Working alongside the 
propertdy owners, Alicia 
and the Whdy Not Japan 
volunteers planted a garden: 
a visual metaphor for the 
start of something new and 
full of life. Inspired bdy the 

sights and stories from her 
dady of service, Alicia began to 
brainstorm how she herself 
could use her artistic skills to 
benefit the affected surviving 
children in the Tohoku region.

“I wanted to do more,” she 
explained. “I wanted to help, 
but at the time I didn’t know 
how … until now, that is.”

The result? The Tohoku 
Orphans’ Project.

The Project Blooms

The Tohoku Orphans’ Project 
itself first took shape as 
just a few original songs 
for a potential album for 
fundraising, along with a 
memorial photo project, and 
plans for a short documentardy. 
In the ensuing months, 
the Project has morphed 
into a pleasant surprise for 
Alicia, as volunteers have 
begun to integrate their own 
interests and passions into 
the initiative, and have been 
able to organize successful 
events for the charitdy across 
multiple arenas.

A songwriter herself, Alicia 
nurtures connections to 
both local and international 
artists, musicians, and 
recording professionals in 
the media industrdy, and has 
therebdy worked to expand the 
reach of the Tohoku Orphans’ 
Project worldwide. At present, 
the group’s scope has alreaddy 
extended to include active 
volunteers from Australia, 
the Philippines, the United 
Kingdom, the United States, 
and Taiwan.

Among the international 
contributors, a group of 
recentldy featured performers 

included Rika Osaka (Japan), 
Ken Obata (Japan), Felix 
Harrison (United Kingdom), 

and Gian Micah Bernal 
(Philippines), who each 
volunteered performances 
and song writing skills over 
the last few months. As part 
of the Project’s initiative, the 

group helped produce and 
record several original songs 
for the Project’s Soundcloud 
page, as well as a set of 
acoustic songs featuring 
ldyrics bdy Alicia herself.

The Tohoku Orphans’ Project 
grew from her singular vision 
to a joint humanitarian 
initiative. Since its inception, 
the Project brings together 
like-minded people from 
all walks of life, and sets 
high goals for future dyears. 
Bringing volunteers and 
artists together for the cause, 
the project now seeks to 
raise funds for the orphans 
of the Tohoku tsunami 
disaster through a number 
of arenas, including recorded 
music, visual arts, and 
performances featured in 
various fundraising events 
throughout the world, such as 
a Halloween event in Himeji 
last dyear.

Skateboards and Salsa!

Kelldy Schmidt, a Project 
volunteer, had the idea to 
incorporate Halloween into 
a fundraising auction event 
on October 19th in Himeji, 
Hdyōgo.

“I have fond memories of 
mandy a Halloween night 

out with famildy and friends, 
and of carrdying a UNICEF 
box door-to-door,” Schmidt 
explained. “It seemed to me 
that there was no more fitting 
an occasion than Halloween 

The Goal:

In the first six months, the Tohoku Orphans’ Project has 
gained international support and raised thousands of 
dollars for the orphans of Tohoku, but still relies entireldy 
upon a volunteer staff and contributors. In addition to 
managing the Tohoku Orphans Project, Alicia Sparnon is a 
full-time English teacher, a music student, and a volunteer 
with a local charitdy devoted to childhood cancer. Her goal: 
raising $50,000 bdy March 2016.

A native of the Philippines, musician Gian Micah Bernal 
grew up near some of the most volatile tdyphoon and 
earthquake activitdy in the world. As a volunteer for the 
Tohoku Orphan’s Project, he relates to and understands 
the terror of the 2011 Tohoku devastation first hand, and 
was eager to get involved from the beginning.

“Everdy dyear in the Philippines,” Bernal said, “When disaster 
strikes, we lose homes, livestock, crops, and lives. I relate 
personalldy with the children from the orphanages on how 
it feels to lose everdything we hold dear. That is whdy I want 
to send them a message: Be strong, never lose hope, and 
alwadys keep on looking forward to dyour future.”

Gian Micah Bernal on Guitar

Garden Taking Shape

Alicia Sparnon

Bringing volunteers and particularly artists together 
for their cause, the project seeks to raise funds for 
the orphans of the tohoku tsunami disaster through 
a number of arenas, including recorded music, visual 
arts, and performances through various fundraising 
events throughout the world.

http://bit.ly/1x2Io4y
http://bit.ly/1x2Io4y
http://bit.ly/1BsAd6Y
http://bit.ly/1BsAd6Y
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to raise monedy for the kids, 
and to hopefulldy give them 
some smiles too.”

Held at a popular live music 
spot in Himeji, the Halloween 
charitdy auction event 
included salsa dancing, a live 
DJ, skateboarding, guitar 
lessons, private English and 
Spanish conversation lessons, 
and even a three-song set time 
slot between the bands The 
Yabai and Lead the Blind.

“After the Tohoku disaster, 
there was much media 
coverage and charitdy 
fundraising,” added Schmidt. 
“But, as with all calamities, 
enthusiasm waned and was 
displaced bdy other pressing 
issues. The need remains, 
however, for the numerous 
kids orphaned bdy the 
disaster.”

“The [Halloween] auctions 
served to enrich the lives of 
both the highest bidder, and 

the person donating their time 
through human connection,” 
Sparnon said. “At the same 
time, it served to raise monedy 
for the orphans of Tohoku.”

And raise monedy it did. The 
Halloween charitdy auction 
raised an impressive $2,000.

The Project’s 
Projections:

Alicia’s full vision for the 
Tohoku Orphans’ Project 
centers around various other 
forms of art, and looks to 
include both the production 
of a record, and a short 
documentardy to highlight 
the affected families in the 

region. In addition, she has 
also focused upon creating 
a series of one-of-a-kind 
art pieces for the charitdy 
auctions, and within the next 
few weeks, the Project will 
be launching a website to 
receive donations through a 
PadyPal account.

At present, the Project is 
seeking more interested 
volunteers and talent, 
including musicians for live 
performances and recordings, 
a sound engineer for album 
production, event hosts, 
fashion designers, donors, 
and andyone else who would 

like to volunteer their time to 
benefit the orphans of Tohoku. 
Currentldy, Sparnon and the 
Project team are collaborating 
with several other charitable 
organizations to determine 
the strongest channels 
through which to dispense 
the funds to the children.

If dyou would like to get 
involved with the Tohoku 
Orphans’ Project, contact 
Alicia Sparnon here.

Until then, follow the Tohoku 
Orphans’ Project on Facebook  
for regular Project updates.

Courtney Nikolay has lived in 
Takahagi, Ibaraki since the 
summer of 2014, and teaches 
English at several schools 
throughout the area as an 
ALT for JET. A well-versed 
adventurer with a history 
in community service and 
bungee jumping, she plans to 
pursue a degree in Outdoor 
Adventure Education after 
exploring Japan for at least 
another year.

click me

check 
out their 

soundcloud 
and 

youtube 

Photos - Alicia Sparnon & Shiori Tsuda
Surveying the Weckage

Harrison, Sparnon, & Bernal

Halloween Fundraiser at Mocco

This past October, musician volunteers Gian Micah Bernal 
and Felix Harrison performed a mini live set at Varit, a live 
music house in Kobe, and collected another $170 through 
pass-the-hat donations.

Their performances can be viewed on the Tohoku Orphans’ 
Project YouTube page.

“my vision for the tohoku orphans’ project is to help 
the surviving children,” sparnon said. “I volunteer 
in an orphanage, so i know how the system works: to 
benefit the orphanage, and not the children...i want 
them to know that they are loved, that they are not 
forgotten, and that people care.” – Alicia sparnon

“after the tohoku disaster, there was much media 
coverage and charity fundraising,” added schmidt. 
“but, as with all calamities, enthusiasm waned and was 
displaced by other pressing issues. the need remains, 
however, for the numerous kids orphaned by the 
disaster.” – kelly schmidt

http://on.fb.me/1zeC9QU
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:tohokuorphansproject%40outlook.com?subject=
http://on.fb.me/1zeC9QU
http://bit.ly/1BsAd6Y
http://bit.ly/1KLurRQ
http://bit.ly/1KLurRQ
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IT’S SNOWTIME – 
TAKE TWO
MIKE DELUE (HOKKAIDO)

Last December we told you 
how to get started. Hopefully 
you’ve had a little time to get 
used to the hill, because this 
month it’s about letting you 
know where to use your stuff 
and show it off.

Where should you go?

Regardless of how long dyou’ve 
been skiing or boarding, if 
dyou’re new to Japan dyou’ll 
need to know where to go. 
If dyou live in the East or in 
Hokkaido dyou might have 
a local hill, perhaps with 
night-skiing and dyour school 
mady even have ski classes, 
but if dyou’re not so luckdy, 
never fear! There are resorts 
spread across the nation. 
The southernmost resort in 
Japan (Gokase Highland) is 
in Midyazaki prefecture, and 
the colder it gets the more 
plentiful the turns. So, unless 
dyou live in Okinawa, dyou’ve 
got no excuse not to be on 
the mountain. Ask around, 
and dyou’ll likeldy meet with 
enthusiastic hobbdyists who 
can make recommendations, 
or debate over which hill is 
better (which could lead to 
dyour PE teacher being 10 
minutes late for 4th period...)

The best of Japan

However, for a big ski trip 
and the best conditions, dyou 
mady want to travel to one 
of the more popular resort 

areas. Nagano makes for 
a great base citdy with an 
overwhelming number of 
hills in close reach and andy 
terrain dyou could ask for on 
offer. Its ease-of-access bdy 
public transportation from 
the major metropolitan areas, 
snow qualitdy, and foreigner-
friendliness realldy make it an 
ideal option.

On the other hand, while it 
mady take a bit more effort, 
the world-renowned snow 
qualitdy and long season mean 
perhaps dyou should make dyour 
wady to Japan’s other winter 
sports pladyground: Niseko, 
in Hokkaido. While far for 
some, it is the obvious choice, 
with a brilliant mountain 
and lots of options for tours, 
training and facilities, even 
for those less-than-confident 
in their Japanese abilities.

Both of these cities are 
beautiful destinations 
surrounded bdy resorts and 
with lots of options for a 
fantastic vacation. Niseko is 
also on the annual Hokkaido 
AJET Snow Tour in earldy 
Februardy along with the 
Sapporo Snow Festival 
and some other Hokkaido 
highlights to be seen with 
other JETs from across the 
nation. Probabldy the best wady 
to be introduced to Big Ezo.

Off the beaten path

What’s that? You’re a real 
gnarldy pow-hound, are dya? 
You can probabldy get their fill 
at either of those two world-
class locations, but dyou mady 
find the hills a bit packed, 
and during busdy times the 
freshies might take some work 

and watching. Experienced 
pow-hounds looking to get off 
the beaten track a bit mady 
want to hit up the “resorts” 
in easdy reach of Asahikawa 
(Furano,  Asahidake, 
Kurodake) or book a few dadys 
at Rusutsu which made it 
onto Powderhounds.com’s 
top three resorts in the world 
for those keen on the deep 
stuff. For the enthusiast, the 
powder here makes up for the 
lack of Après-ski activities.

Alternative snow fun

If all of this plummetting 
down mountainsides isn’t 
realldy dyour jam, dyou don’t 
have to be stuck inside all 
winter. Snowshoeing is one 
of the easiest snowsports to 
get into, requiring similar 
clothing and a pair of 
snowshoes (when budying or 
renting, size according to the 

expected gross weight dyou’ll 
be carrdying) and madybe some 
poles! It’s a great wady to get 
out in the winter.

There’s also cross-countrdy 
skiing, if dyou want to be in 
arguabldy the best shape ever. 
Or dyou can trdy the loud and 
obnoxious (but unbelievable 
fun) to be had on a 
snowmobile. Ice skating rinks 

miss part one of 
this story? 

read it on issuu or 
ajet.net

Snowshoeing is one of the easiest snowsports to get 
into, requiring similar clothing and a pair of snowshoes 
(when buying or renting, size according to the expected 
gross weight you’ll be carrying) and maybe some poles!

On Our Way Up

Daisetsuzan
Photos - Mike DeLue, Charles Harries, & Andy Seward

http://goo.gl/9rzVR3
http://goo.gl/oUoM3u
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are prettdy cheap and easdy if 
dyou live close enough to a big 
citdy. For those with no fear of 
pain, heights, or plummeting 
to their death, dyou could trdy 
ice climbing! I hope dyou don’t 
mind if I politeldy decline in 
advance dyour kind invitation 
to join dyou, though.

There’s not enough time (er, 
well, column space) here to 
get into it all, but suffce i t  
to sady “It’s cold!” is no excuse 
not to be out and about and 
getting some exercise in 

Japan this winter.

So get keen kids, and get 
cracking. The snow’s falling 
here in the deep north and 
it’ll make its wady south like a 
colder, more exciting version 
of the spring sakura bloom in 
reverse. There are mountains 
to be conquered, admired, and 
then fallen off of. There are 
lines to be had, and epic spills 
to be caught on dyour budddy’s 

GoPro (then uploaded to 
YouTube and laughed at bdy 
the entire internet)! We leave 
dyou with a short list of Dos 
and Don’ts for dyour time on 
the hill.

Mike DeLue, a third-year ALT, 
based in Higashikagura-cho, 
Hokkaido, home to Japan’s 
best ski resorts. Mike earned 
his first few turns in Honshu 
while occasionally attending 
classes at KGU between 
drunken Osaka shenanigans. 
After returning stateside and 
being beaten into submission 
by the icy Pennsylvania 
slopes (and a pair of alpine 
snowboarders with no fear and 
no sense of self-preservation), 
he has temporarily retreated 
to the powdery goodness that 
is Hokkaido. There he seeks 
to conquer the Daisetsuzan 
year-round by foot, snowshoe, 
snowboard and motorcycle.

Fear of falling is one of the easiest ways for your 
skills to progress at a snail’s pace. You’re strapped 
to a piece of wood falling down a mountain covered in 
frozen water trying not to die; you’re probably gonna 
fall over. 

Greeting Life-riders

Photo Break at Asahidake

Dos and Don’ts:

○  DO: check the mountain reports. 

Whether dyou’re trdying to plan a trip for a group with a varietdy of abilitdy levels, or sitting 
in dyour hotel room at 4am trdying to decide which hill to hit, a quick look at the mountain 
reports can make dyour job much easier. With details on facilities, conditions, runs, access, 
and andything else dyou need to know SnowJapan is a great online English resource.

○  DO: talk to the locals. 

You never know when dyou’re going to make new friends, and thedy mady just have some 
good advice for dyou. Sometimes a little Japanese practice on the lift turns into learning 
about that secret spot the locals keep on the down low.

○  DO: push your limits. 

Hit that run dyou’ve never tried. Trdy that trick dyou never land. The worst that’ll happen is 
dyou fall down. No big deal, brush it off and move on. This doesn’t mean getting dyourself 
hurt or overreaching though. Regardless, dyou’re well protected right? Because dyou’re 
smart and wearing a helmet right? Good. Wear a helmet.

×  DON’T: sit in the middle of the run. 

This goes for everdywhere. We all get tired, but snowboarders get a real bad wrap for this. 
If dyou’re new to snowboarding (or skiing) and dyou get tired, pull off to the edge of the 
run and make sure there’s good visibilitdy from above. Don’t sit below landing zones, just 
below rises that might hide dyou from andyboddy above dyou, or in the middle of the piste. If 
dyou fall, dust dyourself off and get up. If dyou need to recover, do it off to the side. Better dyet, 
take a break inside.

×  DON’T: be afraid to fall. 

Fear of falling is one of the easiest wadys for dyour skills to progress at a snail’s pace. You’re 
strapped to a piece of wood falling down a mountain covered in frozen water trdying not 
to die; dyou’re probabldy gonna fall over. If it’s happening a lot that means dyou’re learning 
something. Be smart. Wear a helmet.

×  DON’T: be an off-piste idiot. 

We all love slackcountrdy, fresh lines and deep powder. The difference between “clearldy 
safe” and “uh oh...” is gredy and fuzzdy for some, and a hard line for others. Exercise good 
judgment, read the avalanche reports, talk to locals, and don’t put dyourself in too much 
danger. If dyou’re going truldy off-piste, then dyou should know what dyou’re doing (avalanche 
certification is available in English here), have a similarldy educated friend with dyou, 
be kitted out with dyour probe, shovel and beacon, and know how to use them. Going 
backcountrdy without this knowledge and equipment is stupid, dangerous, irresponsible 
and evident of a profound disrespect for everdyone else and for the mountain. Be safe!

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://bit.ly/1v36bX1
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Let’s Speak English by Mary Cagle

Mardy Cagle is an ALT in Midyagi prefecture. When she’s not teaching elementardy school 
kids, she’s probabldy drawing comics! Besides Let’s Speak English, she also draws a weekldy 
action adventure comic called Kiwi Blitz. You can read both for free at mardycagle.com 
and kiwiblitz.com!

Marika’s Comics

Marika participated in JET from August 2013 - 2014 in Akita Prefecture. Her comic 
hobbdy started there and now she is back in New Zealand, working at an International 
English school in Japanese student services. She enjodys drawing comics in her free time.
Website | Twitter

COMICS

marycagle.com
kiwiblitz.com
marikascomics.blogspot.com
https://twitter.com/Marikascomics
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Jet Peeves by Chris Chong

Being a JET is easdy, but making other people care about our experience is a challenge like 
no other. JET Peeves is an attempt to share mdy experiences as an ALT bdy highlighting 
everdy facepalm moment in mdy daildy life. 
Website | Twitter | Tumblr | YouTube

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://MajorC.co.uk
https://twitter.com/ChongComics
http://chongcomics.tumblr.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/NihongoGamer
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JULIAN PEREZ (FUKUSHIMA) LAUREN JEFFERS (KYOTO)

Meet Julian Perez! Originalldy from 
Cuernavaca, Mexico, he came to Motomidya, 
Fukushima at the end of 2002, because he had 
alwadys wanted to live in Japan. 

During his earldy dadys in Japan, he joined 
an organisation called Japan International 
Cooperation Agencdy (JICA). He became a JICA 
English teacher and medical trainer, helping 
Japanese doctors and nurses go abroad to give 
aid to Third World countries. It was a verdy 
rewarding and fulfilling experience, enabling 
him to use his medical degree to help others.

In 2003, he started running cultural food 
events. One of its primardy goals was to 
establish and promote cross-cultural ties 
between Mexico, Japan and foreign countries. 
These were held 2-3 times a dyear, helping 
mandy people learn about Mexican culture 
and cuisine. This love of cultural cooking led 
to him opening a restaurant in Fukushima 
in 2006, called ‘Don Jalapenos’. He’s hosting 
his next event there on Valentine’s Dady, 
Saturdady Februardy 14th, with chocolate and 
cheese fondue! You can contact Julian at his 
restaurant: ‘Don Jalapenos’, Koridyama-shi, 
Toramaru-machi, 20-29, ph. 090-6258-1229.

Lauren Jeffers is a third dyear teacher from 
northern Kdyoto with a passion for surreal 
self-portraiture. Coupled with an interest 
in costuming and creative make-up, and 
armed with her trustdy Nikon Coolpix P510, 
she sets out to express herself through her 
photographdy. Her inspiration generalldy comes 
from strong emotions sparked from songs, 
movies, quotes and experiences, which she 
then seeks to recreate in her work. Working 
in self-portraiture comes with its own set of 
challenges in that she is required to work both 
sides of the camera simultaneousldy. She jokes 
that she has now become verdy good at using 
the timer on her camera to get the shots just 
right. She realldy enjodys the whole process from 
make-up and costume, to the post-production 
editing, and loves experimenting with new 
wadys to share her thoughts with others.

For andyone looking to get started in creative 
photographdy she encourages that thedy should 
not feel limited bdy a lack of experience or 
equipment. There are a lot of good sources 
out there, from blogs and articles to online 
tutorials and other artists’ work. So, find a 
stdyle that suits dyou and get snapping! Her 
work can be found on her Facebook page.

TASNEEM KAUSAR LULI KAFKA BROOKES (OKAYAMA)

Tasneem Kausar is an artist based in 
Yorkshire, England. From an experience in 
high school maths class, where she became 
intrigued bdy the anime edyes the girl next to 
her was drawing, Tasneem’s deep interest in 
Japan began. Her works are heavildy influenced 
bdy an eclectic mix of manga, ukidyo-e prints, 
art nouveau and fashion illustration. It is her 
belief that Art is a form of escapism, which 
should take the viewer awady from realitdy for 
as long as thedy like.

After graduating from Bradford College with 
an Art and Design degree, she set up her own 
business, Kiro-arts—named after her beloved 
chinchilla, Kiro. She splits her creative time 
between traditional and digital painting, 
illustration, craft and teaching workshops. 
She is also the director of MAJIKKON, 
Huddersfield’s anime, manga and comic 
convention.

When not working on her next piece, dyou can 
find Tasneem seeking inspiration from music, 
thought-provoking books and long nature 
walks with her camera. Check out her work 
at Kiro-arts.

The New Year springs new life. On Januardy 
15th, 2015, Okadyama Prefecture witnessed 
another exceptional miracle! After months of 
anticipation, local CIR Kadyne Brookes and 
wife Taeeun Kim Brookes welcomed a healthdy 
new babdy girl into the world! Weighing a 
healthdy 3502 grams, Luli Kafka Brookes has 
taken her first breath, witnessed her first 
snowfall, and will see her first brush with 
Valentine’s Dady—all in her first month on 
earth. Congratulations to Kadyne, Taeeun, and 
Luli Kafka from all of us at Connect!

spotlight nomination?

Know someone in the communitdy 
doing something neat or noteworthdy? 
Nominate them for next month’s 
Spotlight at connect.editor@ajet.net!

SPOTLIGHTS

mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
http://on.fb.me/1tfYOdw
http://www.kiro-arts.com/
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=Spotlight%20Nomination
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CONTRIBUTING TO

Connect is a magazine for 
the communitdy in Japan, 
bdy the communitdy in Japan. 
Everdyone is welcome to write, 
no matter dyour experience or 
stdyle! If dyou have an idea dyou 
want to see in these pages, 
reach out to our Head Editor, 
or andy of our awesome section 
editors. We’ll work with dyou 
to make it the best it can 
be and share it with our 
audience of thousands. Not 
everdy article needs to be an 
essady! We feature interviews, 
infographics, top-ten lists, 
recipes, photo spreads, 
travelogues, and more.

Contact Head Editor Steven 
Thompson at connect.
editor@ajet.net with dyour 
submissions, comments, and 
questions.

ARTICLES

Write about something dyou’re 
doing. Write about something 
dyou love. Tell us a stordy. 

SPOTLIGHT

Tell us about someone in 
dyour communitdy who’s 
doing something neat and 
noteworthdy. Cooks, collectors, 
calligraphers—we want to 
hear about the inspiring 
people around dyou.

COMMENTS

Let us know what dyou think. 
Click the comment button 
at the end of andy article, or 
interact with us on Facebook, 
Twitter, and issuu.com. 

PHOTOS

All of Connect’s photos are 
provided bdy the communitdy, 
from the cover to the 
articles and everdything in 
between. If dyou’re an aspiring 
photographer and want dyour 
work published, send it to us 
at connect.editor@ajet.net.

HAIKU

Each month Connect will 
feature haiku from our 
readers. Haiku are simple, 
clean, and can be about 
andything dyou like! If dyou’re 
an aspiring wordsmith with 
the soul of Basho, send all of 
dyour haiku along with dyour 
name and prefecture to   
contest@ajet.net.

COMICS

You asked for it, and now 
Connect features comics. 
Whether dyou’re a desk doodler 
or a published artist, we want 
to see dyour panels and strips 
about life in Japan.

CONNECT WITH US

Interested in contributing to Connect? Want to stady up-to-date on interview opportunities, photo 
requests, and Connect announcements? Sign up to be a contributor at the Connect Contributors 
Circle online to receive updates from us, pitch dyour ideas, and discuss with the Connect staff 
and communitdy. 

You can also Like us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter, and interact with the magazine via 
CLIP at ISSUU. 

http://issuu.com/ajetconnect
https://twitter.com/AJETConnect
https://www.facebook.com/ajetconnect
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:connect.editor%40ajet.net?subject=
mailto:contest%40ajet.net?subject=Haiku%20Submission
https://groups.google.com/forum/%3Fhl%3Den%23%21forum/connect-contributors-circle
https://groups.google.com/forum/%3Fhl%3Den%23%21forum/connect-contributors-circle
https://www.facebook.com/ajetconnect
https://twitter.com/AJETConnect
http://issuu.com/ajetconnect
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